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URANIAN GLORY
as Divine Molecular Unity

b f f  M a d  ft h i .  S p e a r  m u  n -V o o li
OW l l l l  DIVINE MOLECULAR UNITY 
most bp brought to the (ore, thnt the Com- 
pussiounl sensitivity of thr Vogn Plane run be 
perceived in ull its tnir Glory. Then the heurt 
radiation of the Central Sun, thnt of the etherir 
body of every soul genuinely seeking, will 
Internally aspire to this royal ascension, anil 
bring forth of the true V irgin beauty of Orion's 
unfolthncni. For this is where Uranus begins 
its real Work of driving the Causntory issue, 
with nil this lloly reborn Orion light, now the 
Atomic polarised divinity of the soul, ns it is 
raised up into the very inngnllicence of the 

Solar Divine Causation. This being of the reality of the Scorpionic 
intensity of the Fire as Theocratic Atomic Light, that of the Divine 
unfolding Genetic continuity.

(Thr molecular glory Is thr unifying nt the chromosomes in the blood 
All the chromosomes in the blood are now blending up, nnd becoming 
thr glory of the mind, and yet at the same time, even the mitotic 
spindles in the cells or the blood urc beginning to spin and catch alight. 
So as soon ns the soul can raise up the molecular glory in his blood
stream, he will llnd his sensitivity raising him up onto the Vega Plane. 
What you have In remember most of all, is that this Orion glory was 
set into operation by the priests and prophets through the Ages. Thus 
Isaiah, F.rekirl, nnd others, were trying to lead the Hebrews into raising 
up their 'llres' in the same way us Moses gave guidance unto the 
children of Israel. T his, as history, is true, hut only us an outline of svhnt 
really took place. The Orion light was built up by these souls ; now it 
is hearing fruit uml radiating through the soul thnt cun become the 
Hercules ; he who cun muster the 12 feats of the Celestial Glory nnd 
thereby bring the Scorpionic glory of the Mind into birth. This is the 
moment svlien Moses should be aide, from where lie is residing on the 
Greater Planes, to see the results of Ids Work, whereby much svliich lie 
struggled to put Into operation. Is now being horn Into (lie glories of the 
Earth),

The Light of Relativity
tpill''.HF.FOKF., this Is where the Royalty of the Atomic sensitivity, 
* the mysterious depth of enquiry, Is the complete and Divine Power 

of the mystical Holy Grull. That of the Orionuted conipnssionnl Light 
of the Vega F.thcric Mind hodv giving forth of its past intensified depth, 
that hy Relativity uiid the Divine llrealh, royal expansion can he made, 
lienee the Solar sensitivity, the might and weiillh of Hie Divine 
Inlelligcncia, Is the Sun In Scorpio Holy Fire. That svliich pours forth 
of its wealth into flic Atomic Vase of the Orion ordained fulness of 
constitutional reality, of Outer World relativity iinlllcution. With the 
soul's polarising Uranium isotope ulliincincnl, now all ready to begin Its 
royal |ouruey into the mystical World of tinhorn llrealh. That as 
ulelivinlcullsed Light, It cun lead (lie soul Into It calms of Divine 
Magnitude unit ( .fury,

Hits living Virgin Space us llluck Light, begetting radiating LIGHT, 
In the royul ocluvinl purity of thr Virgin Orion Mind usplralionul 
nwukcnmciil. llluck LIGHT, Is Light In Its unborn glide, that hy Hie 
seeker of Light Infusing It with Inborn llrealh, the two in blended unity 
and mind drive, become radiating LIGHT, This Is where the reborn

Continued on page 3

TIIE M Y S T E R Y  OF THE II RE  A Til
1 1  t t llt i  we /iersrlvr the mighty wonders o f thr Wont, pouring down into 

llir  drplh i, filled with the < I lories of tlir Spirit A ll hr lug d lrrn rd  hv thr 
Hoy ill M ind of M rrnpr, as ,\lw driers her mighty Waveband o f Neptunian 
Mtignllk e iu r lino the den si re of matter, that lig h t ton be born and man shown 
tile It'll v of A see it slot t Into the New It'orld o f Vega, the Royal M ind I'lane of 
lllehtirltln l Const Iniisness. (See lest on page •!, nd. 3).
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Editorial ♦♦ TDivint Wind Unification

THIS month let u» drive a Irftle into (he depth! of (hr front arudr. (hit 
of ~UfMisho Glory, m  Drvmr M ohcvbr Unity,'* and »« if wt can 
pcrccrvc (hr Hrnpfjoly « hch  Im  behind (he ab tt/itl words. To those 

who are Opfy seeking of knowledge (hoc lecture* will appear ddku lt, but to 
(he tool who it genuinely teeking to become of (hew glory (he words wlJ not 
be taken a* dogmaUc fixtures, held completely to the dictionary definition#, but 
*% abitraet tymbolt which can ip n  (he mmd op into those Higher Plane* of 
O m ciiM M n from which these word*, m  Drvme Thought C auuton , were 
first given both.

all past chromospheric wealth, trifhm (tie 
etheric body, a  involved ado (he Vega 
Stream o f Neptoman Mind Light : (hal 
of (he new unfolding Mmd World of 
fhcocratc C o r/eo u w o i brought n k ; 
birth by (he labour! of Vferopc.

T he muficahon and ctpumnm  art'#- 
valet (he Hierarchial Inflow of (he

Next Month:

DIVINE CAUSATION
as The King in Residence

ROYAL DIVINE LIGHT
as the Phenomena of Divine 

Compassion

To bring (ha Drvme Molecular Unity 
within (he tout rt i* cucntnl that the 
body a  %cr*vdjscd and purified, and (hit 
it where (he adjusting of (he diet i* most 
necessary rf (hit it to he brought about. 
However, thn  should not be performed 
in merely a righteous manner, with (he 
tool feeling how *hofy* it is by its 
action#, but the soul pcrceirmg (he great 
wonders (hat can now come forth, at it 
makes itself a free channel for (he Higher 
Power* to comcknniy enter in.

In #1* mind it i# budding up a Koyal 
V ibniiom t Throne Room of tJghU a 
Sacred Sanctuary m the very depth* ot 
in  being, where the Great Divinity, the 
Mighty Intelligence of the Central Sun, 
can reside in, without being sullied by 
the density of (he depth*. Thi# wdl be 
the Great Etheric Radiance of Che soul, 
the pure Atomic Mind Light that is 
dancing its way through (be blood- 
stream, bringing the soul to being only 
receptive to (he Divine Sensitivity of the 
Heights, and no longer to the icn u to m  
and lower dearer of the depths,

Here #* where we can understand the 
story of the seven league boots, which 
although a mystery to most, to the 
seeker into wisdom can reveal the 
wealth ot b s  growth. They ire the mmd 
shoes of Martha, or Cinderella, (he 
ierruTtsie principle of (he soul, (hat allow 
her to dance up and down (be Planes, 
whereby she can perceive the past, 
transmute it by her present understand- 
mg. and make it her future wealth within 
her etheric body. For it •  ever seeing 
the greater from what has already been, 
that brings the expansion to the mind.

By touching the (no poles, as heights 
and depths, and unifying them Ia a 
higher tsu p u h tsd o i, you feed the 
Gods in your heights, and in return 
receive untapped virgin wealth from (he 
uncreated Blackness of Outer World 
Space,

Buf before one can d.mb (he Cosmjc 
Ladder and sup of (he W ar of Life (hat 
soil feed the soul with its rejuvenating 
life essence, (here must bo the recogni
tion of the Royalty of the Divine Fire 
(hat courses round the bloodstream. 
Unless the soul can tee (he glorious 
possihiltfjet that can come forth from 
(hss Holy Fire, the manifestation of 
which is (he fails ment of the Covenant, 
ft wfl never be able to ascend (hose 
Planes and live u> (he Realms of 
Divinity.

When a anal caa perceive (hat its 
turner Fire caa become an raised ap by 
parity ut thought rod a high frequency 
of adnd activation. as to become (he 
aunffestatinu of the Voice of D b u k j, 
then (hr real struggle of the soul wt! 
begin. For now he knows Chat to obtain 
this cherish I'd gift, he a n t  cut away sfl

hit old slates that hare held him rooted 
to (he earth, continually merifiemg and 
ruthlessly casting off (hose states that are 
Mocking Ids path of ascension.

As he dues this he is gradually unify
ing has conscious mmd with his etheric, 
through vibrational sttuaement, ilowly 
awakening ns to the Hierarddal Con- 
mbommem that is now the royalty of has 
etheric body. This is the great mystery of 
the Dhkse Metempsychosis, the trans
formation of the Breath into Word, and 
the nlthn iti establishment of 11 as the 
radiant Light «A the mmd. Once the soul 
can do dut, it is automatically linked 
with the HkrarckfaJ Couudoumem at 
the Central Sun, by Law of Attraction, 
thus hi coming Overshadowed by it,

Here is where the chromosomes within 
the bloodstream will begin to radiate 
once agam, as they become of their true 
Atomic Valency, whereby they are able 
to take in the whole divine consistency 
of the Breath which will feed and sustain 
them m their journey of rebirth. For the 
chromosomes were once seed atoms of 
Mmd Light, which gradually lost their 
radiance as the soul fell deeper and deep* 
cr into the desires and density of the 
depth*

Here s  where the Ego to EGO central- 
nation « ctfaMnhod, as (he unity of the 
eorndom mmd with n* Immortal 
Etheric Divine Counterpart, and h  where

Celestial Divinities within the Breath, to 
a greater degree than ever created before 
within the tout* past growth. Thin the 
sotd becomes infused by a  greater fre
quency of Divine Thought, whereby it 
is then able to make mind np tm ioo  as 
it assimilates (he royalty partaken, and 
establishes it as Light through LIVING 
IT in its dady actions. Thi# i# how 
Merope changed the world and raised it 
up onto the Mmd Plane, for she drew 
down Powers beyond the range of any 
previously created thought. Thus a pure 
Virgin Inflow of unmitigated Fee was 
tent down, which as it reached the 
depths, set up an internal activity within 
all vibratiooal life, re-centralit.’ag it to
wards the newly-created Source.

This in itself was a dynamic action, 
for it entaded the enforcing of the 
Celesta! Transgression upon those 
Higher Force*, but who w2J now de
mand then equal in vibrational attune- 
menu from the recipient* m the depths. 
To those who find it difficult to under
stand the mean mg of the Celestial Trans
gression, it *  where the Higher Power* 
were forced to break (he old Laws, m 
order to become of (he New. thus caus
ing a mighty expansion throughout (he 
whole of (he Universe

Once (hi# can be comprehended, si will 
be seen how all is a natural rebirth out 
of an already established expression.

n ppnnrs(» r.| (he previous status 
eeetdum wrfh # i poker Sy erf ;

Here * where (he soul A M  tegun 
to  put urlo c f e ra k n  f i t  l e t  of Aero 
dynamic*, through Ms own md#rm( 
faculties o f scsMcvidy and perception. 
Th>* n  where, as the crotod l*.
he cal* up of h a  past chromosphere. 
growth, and spm# rf mto D td h tl re#»rt>. 
oo (he next plane ( f  gyratory unfald 
menu Thms a new durmmwm ut Drvme 
Thought end Belief is revealed to alt 
those who are ready and prepared lo 
receive

By f ih , a nrw degree of H korcM d 
C o a u k e u tu  evohm  from out srf f i t  
secVw erf (hr Atom, This bring a tafto- 
kinrtir action, (hat of (hr power of 
eieetrfdydUf whereby the uuerout firmer 
r f  (hr Atom la fjedutMy druwn birth, 
becoming (hr outer O v um s is 
ff jdiansr r f  (hr Ci ffsdar fiirurturc of 
(hr Univers e ; yet d n  its luimml 
Atomic Dynamo r f  Throerotir swat 
—ri rfflanrr.

Powdhfy (hi# nerds explaining further.

The Cellular Structure r f  (he f .e b r rv  
Is (hr great Atomic a s a d s l c  of (hr 
Central h a ,  from which (he TVeoerafr 
Power* of (hr fatefftgmrbi are rcmtjno* 
ally irnding down the New Laws wrfhfcs 
(he Breath.

Oner onr soul can awaken in (hear 
Higher Vibrations, as f i t  Merope, then 
(hr vibratory War eh and goer out Med 
with (heat souTs newly bora belief*. Thus, 
through Urn, (hr Theocratic Powers arc 
aMr to survey all soul actions a d  an- 
(eraal thoughts; for msec (hey */e cm* 
sevoaedy hom withan onr soul creation 
(hey have (he key lo ail others; for sfl 
souls art bom r f  (hr muse internal 
atomic r w h l i s n  through (hr pmsagr 
of Time,

To (hose soufa who can harness these 
Powers, and learn (hr Ifcmrlrss secret of 
their activation and direction, there is no 
limit as to what they cam errata, for (hey 
wHl he (ufly In harmony with (hr Cos
mic Law*. This again is showing how 
Merope has brought the world lo re
birth, for by her mastery of (he Elements 
she gained control of the Cosmic Inws, 
(hue has brought aff into rompatsory 
M kjsgitiss lo Dlrhdty,

When a soul caa reach (hi* stage r f  
evolutionary antrrfdmial H wfll have 
buffi up a heart lo Heart rev Mat km of 
ffierarchiaf CoRscioumem, where it has 
become c o a fk ld j  absorbed Info the 
Blood-lde wt Divhdty, as aa VJhetie 
Atom  of Solar vibratory consHonumaa. 
Thus hit EGO-consfeflalory aMfiratiou 
with the Heart of the ThooftnSrW 
Universe, makes him a Royal and Holy 
Channel through which (he Pure Voice 
r f  Divinity can speak forth r f  Hss 
e m i f i t  and bejewelled Truths.

At dris stage of mceumphrhmmrt the 
tout wm  have indeed rolsMahed the 
T r a r i n  Glory*, and built up its Divine 
Molecular Unity* with (he Theocradc 
Heart Radiation of k t  Central Bun.
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URANIAN GLORY
C ontinued from the Front Page

octavial full intensified rhythm of the Holy Fire, that 
of the all-inspiring FACE of Merope’s Hierarchlal 
Holocaust, is the translating dispensation. Where the 
mind intensification as a searching interpenetration, 
opens up channels never dreamed of, for many an 
established belief was never brought to causationary 
unfoldment.

propensity. Thereby raiausg the

OCCULT GAZCTTf OCTOftlt 1*79 \

Therefore all Atomic stimu
lus, as the Pinnacle Point of 
the supreme Orion Bull elevat
ed compassional glory, has yet 
to come forth to its full and 
complete depths. That which, 
unless given Virgin Venusian 
consciousness, becomes a whole 
mass of ego self-aggrandise
ment.

This is where complete 
humility and simple belief, with 
utter royal abasement, is the 
necessary armoury adoption, 
to gain a mastered deliberation. 
Then a true interpenetration 
can begin, for this is a pure 
Atomic unified reality of the 
Supreme rebirth of the Central 
Sun. Where there is a convey
ing of the Virgin Arc, through 
the New World of Atomic 
Light.

For here is Mcrope's Virgin 
mind sensitivity, giving birth to 
the Neptunian Prince of the 
Vega Divine Throne. That as 
the new Babe of everlasting 
immortal Compassional New 
Beliefs, can come into birth, 
filling the Stream with renewed 
energy and LOVE.

Consequently, henceforth the 
reality of the Neptunian pitch- 
blended inspirational Divine 
LIGHT of Atomic Genius, as 
now the aspirational expansive 
Causation of the Central Sun, 
of ever polarising unfolding 
Majesty. Where aspiration and 
extensive searching into the 
depths of the Atom, reveals 
the mystical project you are 
seeking. For beliefs completely 
unknown to yourself, come 
into birth and are earthed in 
the new LIGHT of Relativity.

Enceinte molecular weaving 
is the intensified Uranian Word 
of Merope’s Solar Christos 
Blood. This Word now, in all 
its Divine Abstract Glory, is 
the Theocratic fortitude of 
Universal Philosophy.

The Atomic Solar Glory that 
Merope had raised up, bring
ing all men up onto the Virgin 
Plane. The pitch-blended Word 
of Divinity, unsoilablc and 
Hierarchially born of Royal 
Atomic unified Peace. Bringing 
LIGHT and LOVE to all who 
are capable of responding to 
its beauty. This is Etymological 
Genius of Theocratic Pre- 
Divine reborn Central Sun 
Scorpio relativity, which is the 
Power of supreme super-will, 
as Hierarchlal Christos Holy 
Atomic LIGHT.

Now the commissure has at 
last been polarised, by the pro
fundity of the full Atomic 
Cycle of the regenetic Hierarch
ial inflow of Sun in Scorpio 
relativity. That of the progres
sive sperming Virgin Glory, as 
the Virgin perceives the wond
ers that now are before her to 
weave from. For as each soul 
brings forth of their Venusian 
queen, does she rise up to meet 
the Virgin heights, and bathe in 
their glory.

(See plate on this page)
This is compassional creative 

stimulative inspirational percep
tion, as the purified mind belief 
of the Fiery Intelligencia of 
Theocratic expansion. For ex
pansion is now the Holy rebirth 
of the Virgin intuitional central
ising Core to source Atomic 
Abstract phenomenal ascension.

For as Merope blends these 
two, it gives her the rope-ladder 
to climb and dear the way for 
others to follow when they are 
ready. This is Atomic competi
tive royalty of Scorpio Holy 
reality rebirth, whereby service

becomes the quest of the Holy 
Atomic oneness of Etheric 
Compassional belief.

This is where man is going 
to learn the true worth of 
labouring, and not living in idle 
luxury. Where creative purpose 
gives unto him the wherewithal 
to ‘become’ and adjust his in

ternal bodies. For well balanced 
action strengthens his feet, and 
bracelets his forearm with the 
golden purpose of cleaving evil 
from new-born growth. This is 
the sword of Uranian Golden 
Glory, which brings Divine 
unity into birth.

Uranus is the sparking Fire 
of Divinity, rendering unto the 
soul the Power of self-judgment 
of his own active creation, and 
when ‘favourable*, gives him the 
power to manifest the true 
rolling Waters of Neptunian 
Beauty. This is the Atomic Pile 
as the Virgin Isotope Prismic 
wealth of the ever-unfolding 
Central Sun unification.

For all is of the cauda 
equina, here being where the 
hidden Atomic LIGHT is con
cealed. While the swallowing of 
the Serpent*s tail, is the catch
ing alight of the Central Sun*s 
polarised depths. This being the 
end of the tail feeding the head, 
and the soul fully alight in the 
Burning Bush. For here is the 
Atomic descent, and the reason 
why Woman ever seeks for 
emancipation. .

IN  the cauda equina, your 
■ tall, you have all ‘ the 
loads of your past growth' 
waiting to coma forth.

This is where Uranus is ever 
striking, for the soul by the 
Law of Assumption, is drawing 
unto itself the abundance of 
Hierarchlal inflow. Hence a 
greater quantity of Hydrogen as 
Atomic Rays is drawn into his 
being, sparking hit inflammable 
waters into LIGHT. Thereby 
he becomes the radiance of the 
Sun, with his Infinity and 
mitotic spindles whirling at an 
enormous rate.

Hence all the Atomic mole
cular unfolding grace of the 
soul, is now sent forth as the 
Uranian counter-balance as the 
extractive essence. All purified 
and now readily available for 
Divine Husbandry, to radiate 
and impinge its Holy Divine 
radiational Powers of the Great 
Master's Heights.

The Supreme Law

NONE can compete with the 
Force and strength of the 

Atomic sensitivity of the soul, 
as he builds up the royalty of 
the mind. For none but the 
Solar-born can grasp the 
Atomic depths of polarised 
Cosmic conception. For by this 
polarisation, the Solar vortex 
dries up all the lunar waters, 
and spins the depths into an 
active creation of Atomic 
movement.

All is the establishing of the 
final ascension, whereby Heav
en intermingles with the Earth, 
and Divinity forever revolves 
as immortal Supreme Law. 
Here lies the mighty key to 
Supreme Command . . .

“I am thy Shield and 
Protection**,

. • . for the Supremacy of the 
Fire was alight within.

Hence all the Powers of the 
heavens were at his command, 
by the Pylon of the Earth 
meeting the Down-pouring 
Stream, and flooding the earth 
with Hydrogen Atomic Waters. 
While this can be endured, 
nothing can counteract such a 
Dynamic inflow, for this is the 
crucial Essence of LIFE, the 
Mighty One who sits at the 
Hood. Therefore, they who 
know how to molccularise and 
Atomidse, have the whole 
Heavens as their uttermost 
decree.

For this is Uranian Glory, as 
Divine molecular unity, through 
the Royal Intelligencia of the 
new Holy revealment of the 
Enceinte. The true Divine con
sciousness in all its Sublime 
magnificence of the Fiery 
Central Sun Source to source 
unification. Where Divinity

within the soul is Fired into 
radiating LIGHT, shimmering 
with ail the thousands of sunt 
that have pone to bring this 
glorious radiance into birth.

Here is activation upon the 
level of reborn Atomicular 
Hierarchlal magnitude. Which 
calls for the full internal holy 
divine royal Seed wealth within 
the coccyx being withdrawn, 
through the Enceinte Source to 
source frequency of the in
drawn Breath. Whereby the 
wealth within the internal Seed 
is given its mortuary meal, and 
electrification, as Atomic Void 
implosion. Fires all the main 
centres of the reborn being into 
immortal consciousness. Where
by the work of the electrolysis 
now fully comes into being, and 
the whole of the Divine Electri

fication becomes one radiant 
magnitude of Solar Glory.

For the coccyx is the Nep
tunian fork which holds the 
Power of Pluto, the Three in 
ONE Divine propensity of the 
Holy Fires. That which is 
awaiting the Atomic unity to 
release its untold cosmic 
reality. The Glorification of 
Samarkand, once again the 
Divine electrified Beauty of 
the soul.

For the coccyx is the Pen
nine Chain which holds the 
Power of Neptune in all its 
Royal Beauty. The mighty 
wealth of royal embodiment, 
the mystical glory of Ages, 
which has yet to be tapped. 
This is the intrinsic glory of the 
heights, infused with the ardent 
avowals of the dancing Fiery 
Gallant or Don Juan.

For all the mighty Power of 
the coccyx, the tail of the 
Serpent, contains the etymolo
gical polarising ought of the 
full Power of the Central Sun. 
That which this dynamic crea
tion often hides in, away from 
the ravaging desires of the 
soul. Yet here is the full de
nominator of the Pure Divine 
Holy Breath of Merope*s 
completed task of immortal 
manifestation.

Where she finds the hidden 
Keys to the Ivory D oor; the 
mystical door that enclosed the 
Chamber born out of the 
Pleiadic Dance, where each 
Hierarchial expansion is u 
Neptunian rebound of the 
whole of the soul's uninitiated 
Seed wealth. Whereby a full 
Fired frequency is induced, by 
the Theocratic Overshadowing 
Presence infusing the Etheric 
Enceinte depths, with Holy 
Atomic reality of Central Sun

soul up to the heights, and 
interpenetrating the internal 
limits.

(See plate on page 4)
This is known as Atomic pre

valence, whereby Theocratic 
consciousness becomes Neptun
ian Hierarchial supervision. A 
complete intervening by the 
Higher Powers, bringing all to 
an Atomic fulfilment. Hence 
none can renounce the new 
Atomic causa lory vibronic re
birth, as the Theocratic Propul
sion begins, for it is molecuiarly 
ordained and blended into the 
Wave-band of Vega- Thereby 
unfolding that of the Heaven- 
bom LIGHT intensity, that of 
Immortal Causation, the Divine 
Glory of the Hierarchs.

For as this is estabUshed, so 
will the Great Hierarchial 
Realms rule and control. For 
this is the hour of the Atom 
resurrection, whereby all the 
molecular wealth as God con
sciousness, now becomes the 
Power of Electrified Phenom
ena. Here is the full meaning 
of Orion Priesthood, where all 
of the pre-spermed wealth is 
being created in the etheric. 
This is where the awaiting 
royalty is to attend the opening 
up of the soul's Solar depths, 
into the Atomic relativity caus- 
ational Source.

Every soul being made to 
re-orientate into the Atomic 
vortex of Divine Compassion, 
whereby they sup from the 
Divine Stream of Wisdom and 
Life. For all now is as the 
Atomic Firefly, the stirring of 
the past Fiery wealth of the 
Sun in Scorpio, as a once agitat
ing selfish creation, into the 
activational driving wealth of 
Atomic cosmic splendour. 
Whereby, through the Atomic 
infusing waveband of the Theo
cratic Divine infusion, the 
whole of being has been reborn.

This has now become the 
Divine radiational magnitude of 
the Master's compassional Fiery 
LIGHT, as the New rebirth of 
the Neptunian Word. For Mer
ope in polarising all the evils 
of the past into the Glories of 
the new-born day, has raised 
the whole of the Race up onto 
the Virgin Plane. Thereby mak
ing them gods once again ; the 
greatest import being that of 
the soul awakening out of its 
illusion and looking towards the 
heavens of Reality.

Here is the royal kingship of 
the internal World of Pre-Solar 
Time, the World of Neptunian 
Paradise. Where the full force 
of Atomic Power is the Cen
tral Sun Reality of god-ship 
manifestation. Where the in-

C on tinucd  on  Page 4

VIRGIN ASCENSION

IF  we can but see this as the changing states of a soul creation, then we have the answer to its 
mystery. For hero we perceive the rising of the Virgin Mind into the Temple of Divine 

Wisdom ; thus to come under the priestal guidance of the Heights and the unseen protection of 
Divinity. This can only be accomplished by the study and application of the Word, that Venus 
can take on her true garments of Light, and become the rlsen-up Venus-Urania, the Venusian 
Queen of Royal Theocratic Sovereignty. (See text in col. 1).
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URANIAN GLORY
C ontinued from page 3

Cental depths reveal the struc
ture of etheric mind Causation, 
bringing a possible blossoming 
of genius into birth.

l i tr e  lies a mighty secret 
which, If man could fathom, 
would afford him considerable 
wealth. Not only in the Golden 
Age, but the Renaissance, 
where much was seeded that 
was never risen up into light. 
Hence these are ready for 
propulsion into causation, 
whereby a mighty Stream of 
Power can be brought forth.

The Etheric Supremacy

HERE is Light manipulation 
as the Power of the future 

compHcityy that of the unfold
ing royal Path of Scorpionic 
intensive reality. For the future 
light is the present manipulated 
wcullh of Merope'e Atomic 
etheric consciousness. She who 
is full of all-TImc, and waiting 
to bring it forth. This is the 
Power of the full might of the 
Bull's Horn as it drives its 'all' 
forth.

‘T he LORD is my Rock 
and my fortress, and my 
deliverer; my God, my 
Strength, in whom 1 tru st; 
my buckler, and the horn 
of my salvation, and my 
higher tower."
Hence the depth and and 

wonder of creation, whereby 
man is the handicraft of HIS 
salvation. For Atomic manipul
ation is the Vega weaving of 
Neptunian Sunsninc, that of 
Solar fluidic companion of the 
Central Sun Source. Yet Vega 
Stimulus, born of the complete 
depths of the Virgin KoyaJ 
Fount

For all now has been favour
ably received and revered by the 
Central Sun internal Royal 
Temple of Scorplonic manifest
ation. This it where the Outer 
Space Stimulus of Timeless 
infusing causation, is now the 
Etheric Law of Pure Mind in
filtration, where the Mighty 
Atomic Depths of the Un
known, are making their way 
into transilicnce. Bringing such 
a soul into Occult expansion of 
leadership, to become a royal 
Putriarch of the Atomic Race.

For nil now is the molecular 
ordaining of the Virgin FACE, 
that which is now the Purity 
within the Fire. The Glory of 
Divine Radiance, that of the 
Fire of Pure radiating Atomic 
Cosmic Consciousness, sending 
its Rays into all who are recep
tive and ready to receive.

Here if the Internal mor
tuary meal of tbc etheric 
•upcr-aenaltivUy, and aa the 
Breath of the Atomic Divine 
Source of Holy Divine Com
pulsion, the Glory of LIGHT 
making llnelf manifest. For 
constantly the revolving Infin
ity la now the Holy Sceptre of 
the Legal Divine eenaitlvlty of 
the Central Sun-horn soul.

'Hint of the new Plane of 
Atomlrular counter-balance to 
Vega Divine awakenment. 
Helping all who are seeking to 
get fully adjusted to become 
completely established. By Ihla, 
the stimulus, the untried wealth 
of the ever-unfolding rebirth 
of the soul's awakening divine 
godhead. Is now the New 
Scorplonic Royal Atomular 
virtue to come forth. That of 
a new Infused World of Corn- 
passional Supreme Immortal 
atllinemen!, where man and 
GOD become blended In vlb- 
route frequency. Wllh those 
who truly believe, building up 
within their own creative being, 
a Divine FACT..

For this la the Central Ban's 
fully Intensified rsblrtb, s i that

of the complete Atomic one* 
ness, where all hat become the 
chosen Truth of the meteoro
logical fulness of the Virgin 
Holy Breath. Where the Glory 
of Divine intensity Is now 
becoming the living Puke of 
the Plane of the Mind. That 
which la now the ordained 
Prayer of the Supreme Virgin 
depths of Mcrope's balanced 
centralised Atomic Mind In

This is where Uranus has 
become the enceinte Grace as 
the right Hand of God, where 
for the first time, man is be
ginning to perceive God in His 
true light. Not as the over- 
awesome revengeful Unseen 
Being, but as the internal Divine 
Glory of the Blood Consanguin
ity. The Royal Priesthood of 
the soul, who travels round the 
whole of the being, feeding it 
with Holy-life. For Uranus, the 
Divine Sparker of new life, has 
become the Fount of Supreme 
re-born Light InfusemcnL This 
is brought to the soul through 
the Agency of the Hydrogen, 
the Glory of the Hicrnrchial 
Planet.

For the Breath, highly in
fused with this Dynamic Ele
ment, has the Royalty of the 
reborn sensitised Scorplonic 
Holy Fires. Thereby becoming 
the true one-pointed equatorial 
balancer, the Glory of the Div
ine Determination of Mcrope's 
Virgin Strength. T h e r e b y  
bringing every soul to becom
ing of the Sun in Scorpio, as 
.1 divine agent of service, a son 
of royal belief.

Solar belief it Hicrnrchial 
expansion, and is Abstract--born 
Power of Divine Faith, brinaing 
ell to existing of the Mind 
Plane of LIGHT. For all now 
arc bom of FAfTIf In causa* 
tlonarv manoeuvrability of the 
Infusing H-.lv Fires Thus none 
will escape Atomic scrutiny, all

having become Relativity led, 
through the conscious God- 
bom reality. Where, by Mer* 
opc's comprehension and belief 
in the Powers of Unborn Origin, 
she is capable of leading them 
into a Fiery Glory of God-born 
purpose.

This causes waves of Solar 
vibrations to pass over the 
earth, catching all up in their 
Power-bom creation. Solar 
assimilation la Divine aapira- 
tional belief in the might of 
the new-born Coamlc Divine 
FACE of Hlcnircblfll Royal 
Ovcr-ehadowonce. For this la 
the enceinte becoming of the 
full conscious comprehension

of the OM fluidity of the 
Central Sun's Supreme Reality.

For the Chromosphere is the 
intensity of millions of Suns, 
those created by souls In their 
belief, and entering into the 
Glory of the Solar creation. 
This is where complete etheric 
causation, the fulfilling of
Seed-bom thoughts of “Seed” 
created conclusion. In being 
directed towards the Divine 
Virgin Central Unity, becomes 
Royal, and established as 
LIGHT. This Is where Solar 
Divine reverence, as full Atom
ic determined Royalty of
Vega mind compactness, can 
bring positive action into con
crete creations.

All toul creation is bom of 
Positive and Negative ligh t; the 
Positive being of Chromosphere 
fulfilled establishment, while 
the negative has yet to be com-
[ileted and blossomed, and 
>ring the toul to becoming a 
otential sun. Whereat its
;I:.AI counterpart enters into 

the Central Sun Glory, the 
magnetic and Atomic blended 
belongs to the EGO of the 
soul, its configurator estab
lishment of Plane profusion.

This is Solar inspiration, a% 
the Power of the Virgin Com- 
passional drive, of Central fre
quency and possibility. Whera 
the soul. If It it truly seeking

and delving, wijl be led into 
channels of unknown wonders. 
Here is the Point of Source 
inter-union, as the etheric con
sciousness reverberates within 
the enceinte reborn LIGHT 
World of Divine conscious 
Solar awareness. The soul be
comes a complete fulfilment of 
the Solar Ga tactical System 
within itself. . .

•/

Thereby creating a perfect 
infinity within, by the Spinal 
creation becoming the revolving 
Kundalini F ire . . .

This is known as the full 
radiational wealth of the 
Atomic Wave-band, and is that 
which has now brought the 
fulness of the Neptunian polar
ised wealth out of the depths. 
Whereby, through the full might 
of the Central Sun mortuary 
meal of Atomic Central Sun 
LIGHT, mighty things were 
seeded. This is where a channel 
is made for the higher Law to 
pass through to the Earth.

For the octavial expansion is 
the compassional unification of 
the enceinte Breath, with the 
enceinte reality of Relativity's 
new Atomic Wave-band. That 
of the Virgin Path of the 
Scorpionic Fires of the Ncptun- 
inn-bom Christos mind. Where 
the Neptunian Waters, in 
sperming the octavial expan
sion, gave to it the Royal 
Glory to burst into Light.

Rebirth is now Atomic polar
ity, as that of Neptunian inspir
ational reality. That of radiating 
Neptunian Holy Spermed Light, 
through the medium of Uran
ian Divine Theocratic guidance. 
Where unseen wonders begin to 
manifest from the ancient 
source, which is now the polar
ised reborn Source.

Mastery is now upon the 
Virgin heights of the Divine 
Intclligcncia Relativity, for 
this is the aspi rational all- 
infusing cthcric manipulation of 
the Sun in Scorpio Royal Div
ine Cause. Whereby the internal 
FIRF, as the Depths of Being, 
is the LIFE KFRNFL as Div
inity. That which man gives 
sprouting life unto, by bring
ing it to becoming the strength 
and will of his mind.

Thereby Divinity manifests 
til rough the blood-surge of the 
soul, that bv wisdom, becomes 
as MIND. It having made its

way up to the cells of the brain, 
and revitalised them from its 
internal conscious potentiality. 
For it is the ever-flowing blood 
life, with God as Divine Con
sciousness made manifest.

Uranus as Divine molecular 
unity is the depth of mystery 

1 to ncre be perceived, in Its 
mundane sense it is super-will, 
that if exercised, will bring into 
being the first extensive rise 
towards its sparking octavial 
expansion. By super-will the 
soul takes as its re-focillation, 
a super-intensity of Hydrogen 
Atoms, which become the 
amplitude of the rise.

But this is where the soul 
must warrant his right to the 
Power taken, and raise up the 
vibrations by the wisdom per
ceived and fully substantiated. 
If to the fulness o f mind inten
sity, then Uranus Fires the 
wealth and the soul is able to 
hold the Fired wisdom, which 
he must tread into the earth.

Then, in the Spiritus air rising 
through the wisdom, it will 
surge over the Arachnoid Web 
as the Neptunian Waters ; the 
Sky-wccping-waters now the 

1 Fiery Glory o f God, re-foci!lac
ing the pods with the renewed 
wisdom. It is from this that the 
commissure is reborn, the Pit
uitary re-established in H or
mone quality, and the infinity 
involuted.

Here is the Enceinte warrior, 
he alight with the Neptunian 
Flame of Cosmic Truth. That 
as a burning intensified will of 
Hicrarchial Theocratic intensity 
of Atomic Drive, will become 
that of Divine inspiration, born 
of compassional purity of the 
Virgin Mind Central Sun 
Source. The warrior of the 
new-born truth, now to become 
as a Neptunian Flame of 
Genetic Continuity.

The Atomic is now the blood 
consciousness o f all men, as the 
Fire unifies their god status of 
primum mobile, into a con
scious active intensified rebirth 
of Divine Light, as the Virgin 
internal heritage. For as this 
opens up to the re-sensitising 
of the etheric beauty, will all 
come forth as the released 
Kundalini wealth that has been 
dormant, but waiting to become 
active through the Uranian 
Firing.

It is the light participation of 
all past time, although cultured 
in the magnetic, yet the radia
tional Atomic consciousness, 
nurtured out of the struggle. 
That risen up out of all past 
aeons of aspired god heritage. 
Yet that only known to the 
gods, who are now the Light 
unifiers with the inflowing 
wave-band of Hierarchial Holy 
ordinance.

The gathered life over the 
Ages as Light, now to become 
the soul warrant into the New 
World of unfolding Truth. For 
past time is now the electrified 
aspi ra tional belief in the 
Atomic Space Age of Theo
cratic sperming. This is the 
Mighty Glory of LIGHT and 
Truth being trod into the World 
of Darkness.

This is a Divine Conscious 
Heritage of an intensified 
Warrior sensitivity, as that of 
comprehensive articulated rhy
thm of Planes of Electrolysis. 
Now as a state of constant 
spermed reborn infusion, an 
intensified state of Atomic 
Propulsion. This is the intent 
and purpose of the Gods In 
the Higher Realms, for the 
birth of Theocratic inaugura
tion.

For Theocracy is God 
inspiration, and is the very first 
degree of His Compassional 
Royalty. A state where all If 
alight and alive to the Intent 
of the moment, where all is 
cleansed and ready to bring 
forth of the Royalty of Divin
ity. For nil now are born of 
Divinity, and lire now the god- 
beings of blood sacrifice. Thus

C onclu d ed  on  Page 11

tensity.
(Sec the Front Page plate)

LEVITATION

H E R E  li whoro the soul, by studying the Word, and struggling 
to mastor Ufa, Is levitated up to tho heights and becomes 

born of the glories of the hsavens. Thus, In this most holy of 
transformations, tho soul discards the attractions of tho depths 
and becomas fully embracsd Into tho mighty wonders of the Solar 
Kingdom, the Royal and Holy Domain of Divinity. (See text on 
page 3, ool. 6).
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ORION VALOUR
The Golden Glory of Rebirth

by Gladys /. Spearman-Cook 

This Lecture was delivered on Sunday the 16th August, 1970

Ha v in g  p r e p a r e d  t h e  w a y , w e  n o w  m u s t  s t a r t  f o r t h  a s  t h e
Orion Warrior, for having been primed in the Royal Holy Valour, he must now put 
forth ; therefore it will be wise if we follow his course of establishment. For this is 

the Divine Golden Glory of rebirth-, from finally discarding of the earth and fully assuming 
that of the Divine Central Sun in all its Mighty Chromatic magnificence. No longer is the 
Warrior that of a Conqulstadorae, but a Lawful Citizen of Vega, fully alive with the Royal 
Effulgence of Divinity. So fully embellished in his armour, he can now step forth like Jonah, 
hut with the Christos Plumes adorning his helmet of invulnerability. (The soul now filled 
with the Glory of the Sun; his alliance is with the Divine Central Sun ; be is being directed 
towards the Solar Glory, and no longer held by the ways of the Earth. The Christos Plumes 
would be the Christos Truths which the soul now has the power to give forth).

The Internal Depths

FOR as a Hierophant, he 
knows, by vibration and 

sensitivity, that he has reached 
this Piane of elevated reality, 
and the way is set with Vega 
fully created within. Therefore 
it is a full etymological deduc
tion, whereby there is the 
molecular scourging of man in 
the pure Atomic sensitised 
reality of Neptunian rebirth. 
As the Warrior born out of 
the Hierarcbial interception, he 
is fully cognisant of the Un
seen, and is waiting for them 
to declare his validity. For 
here is the Neptunian quoit of 
the Divine Fatherhood, as all 
becomes the reborn intelligcn- 
cia of the Atomic pulsation of 
compassional oscillation.

For Vega, as a World of 
Divine belief, a royal creation 
of established sensitised fre
quency, is the soul living in his 
Ethcric Mind body. Having 
mastered the Elements of the 
lower Planes, he is now making 
towards the Upper Ethers. 
These he unifies with the 
internal depths of his own 
Atom creation and sends it 
forth as Divine Cautaiory 
Streams of LIGHT. Thus 
becomes a Royal Being in the 
minds of all men, an immortal 
being, with the Bees of the 
earth ever pollenaling the light 
around the memory that 
resurrected the wisdom onto 
the Road of establishment. 
Thus Mcropc will be ever 
remembered as the First 
Christ, and her memory 
honoured and vindicated as 
the LIGHT of the World.

For she established the 
Royal Divine Truth of Divin
ity as the Fiery Intcllitfcncia 
of Continuity. Making all men 
subservient to HIS WILL, 
through the Picry activity of 
the Word set into motion by 
her. She being (he Pleiadic 
establishment of HIS Glory of 
Becoming, which is the direct 
Source of Continuity. While 
man sought to build a robot 
world of False Fire, milking 
man tho creator of life under 
the creation which was built 
up in Atlantis.

Only by FIRE, the Royal 
infusion of Divinity, can Con
tinuity be contained and truly 
established. Hence only under 
Divine aspiration, the Firing 
of the lunar into mind clouds 
of LIGHT, can Evolution 
continue. All other states die, 
thus the Royal System of

Solar Galactical unity is ful
filled. with Mcropc immortalis
ing the gods and not man.

Therefore, on the Road of 
Orion’s mighty Warriorship for 
LIGHT, the Breath, the Yod 
of God, has now become the 
Leviathan of the true aspira- 
tional revealment of the 
Brotherhood of Space Her
meneutics. Continually bring
ing Seed after Seed to reveal 
the Mighty Works of Divinity, 
raising up the soul into Divine 
unfoldment, whereby Divinity 
manifested through the unified 
Glory of HIS Works. For by 
the soul ever being fed by the 
Grace of HIS Hand, man 
became bom of the Positive 
Enceinte Solstice of re- 
atomicular orientation . . .

. . .  The Solar Seed fermenta
tion of the whirling Vortex of 
aspirationa! electrified Atomic 
force. This is the hovering 
sperming radiation of the Seed 
to Seed interplay of the 
Atomic Waveband, whereby 
the interplay is the protective 
context of the reborn Central 
Sun Source . . .

Hence the Internal depth of 
the Atom is that of Neptune 
as the invulnerable Vega 
World wealth, which Is being

brought to LIGHT by the ever 
eternal feeding of Divine Outer 
Space, the Royal Glory of 
Divinity. Therefore Atom to

Atom Invulnerability is Central 
Sun expansion, whereby soul 
lives in (he immortal Void of 
Neptunian reality, thereby be
comes bora of Divine Con
sciousness.

Here is the all-consuming 
Atomic co-operation, where 
Divinity is born within the 
soul, but not yet manifest. 
Which at the present, is that 
of the relativity inspirational 
quantum, as that of the over
driving Orion expanded Plane. 
That which now is the Central 
Sun octavial tangibility, send
ing down its Divine Glory into 
the Atom unification. The Ariel 
dynamics as (he Solar forming 
Central Sun sensitivity, afford
ing the soul an Atomic invul
nerability of Royal Holy Light.

From there, the expansion 
comprises of electrified in
tuitional comprehension of the 
Commissure effulgence, where
by the Seeding is truly 
founded, secure and risen up 
into Holy Mind Glory. This is 
the might of the Sccdstonc of 
the Olive, that of the pro

ceeding cycle of the Atomic 
Mind Plane. Where royal ex
pansion of profound magni
tude was rad ia ting the Arc 
with dynamic electrified might

That of the pure light Seed 
of the pre-atomic reality, a 
Central Sun lithographic re
birth, in that which had only 
been bom to a stone creation, 
now as an electrified Divine 
Pure Mind-born expansion. 
The Olive being the divine 
consciousness that prepares 
the table for the Lord to 
enter and sup from the Glories 
therein. Which gives unto the 
Commissure fulfilment the right 
of the Divine Godhead of 
anointing with Oil.

Here is the real Virgin 
causation as the Light Seed of 
non-human Divine God sperm
ing. Whereby the Atomic Pile, 
as the Olive Stone retrieved 
wealth, now releases its inter
nal virgin oil as the Seed of 
the pure fluidic stream of 
Orion Hierarcbial aspiration. 
Where the soul awakens to 
profound truth, and is called 
upon to begin a road of 
redemption.

This is the Pituitary for the 
first time being fired with the 
Atomic Heat of all past 
Atomic sources, as the soul’s 
unredeemed combustible aspi
rations awaiting the Uranian 
challenge of the Theocratic 
Breath. Thereby to Fire the 
immortal soul into Atomic 
momentum, that he can spin 
up into those Royal Divine 
Heights, and seed the top of 
the mount with the Flaming 
Torch of God-horn Holy 
Causation.

The Hierarcbial Bull
HERE the Breath becomes 

Enceinte with the Causa
tionary polarised radiance of 
the Royal Celestial Trans
gression, the Divine Holy 
Sperming of Hicrarchial Glory. 
The Holy Cosmic Conscious
ness of compassional Relativity 
awakenment, where the god 
comes back into his own, and 
perceives (lie Royal Beauty of 
the FACE he spurned in the 
depths.

Thus the Breath is now the 
Light attunement, whereby the 
Divine Source infuses all 
Atomic Points of creation with ; 
the aspiration.il benevolence of 
the royal kingship of the un
folding soul. Here must be 
seen more clearly the seeding 
of Saul and David, that as a 
crowning of red fire, it would 
become eventually the radiant 
glory of the Commissure God- 
bom light.

Hence, now all becomes of 
the Hierophantium correlation, 
reverberating upon the Tym
panic Solar Void, as all 
becomes Light to Light Royal 
Mind Intclligcncia. The soul 
finding that his ethcric body 
and the returning Breath, are 
producing a form of Divine 
Abstract reception. But only 
through the Planes being risen 
up by Meropc, causing the
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ORION VALOUR
C ontinued from  page 5

soul to receive and decipher 
from a less intense vibration.

Therefore the compassion 
bom is that which the soul 
has completely subconsciously 
involved as the purity of the 
Virgin divine Sperm, the 
divine glory of the Theocratic 
mobility of the Atom's centri
fugal octave. For the Virgin in 
drawing down the Abstract, is 
able by her weaving with the 
Atom's internal depths, to 
bring forth most remote wis
dom. Alt now being centrifugal, 
with the polarity comparison as 
the revealing intelligence ex
pansion.

This <s the centre gyrating 
revolution of the Sun in 
Taurus, the full radiatioaal 
extraction of the Solar Seed, 
now setting all alight, bringing 
divine radiation to the soul. 
For the unify Is setting the 
mitotic spindles revolving and 
the Chromosomes to  catch 
alight* This is brought about 
by the Uranian glory of the 
Theocratic Divine troth, thus 
the unity awaiting the true 
Neptunian glory of its enceinte 
reality.

Such mighty expansion and 
divine wealth being afforded to 
the soul, in itself is a  dynamic 
feat, and has become the com
pensating wealth of the En
ceinte Virgin Warrior, who is 
now compassionately boro and 
divinely radiating. With the 
true redeemed Divine Law of 
Uranian controlled Hermeneu
tic supremacy sparking all into 
a divine mind radiation.

All now is the growth of 
the generative reborn genes, 
for ail at last are alight in 
their full magnificence towards 
the polar isable virtue. The 
soul's radiational internal vir
tue, now the unfolding and 
involving unity of electrified 
light of Atomic radiance. The 
soul's divine correlated colon, 
as the final power of digestion, 
bringing a unified full propen
sity of a terse virgin troth to a 
state of expansion. Where in 
having been born unto every 
member of the soul, it now 
makes for the expansive recep
tion of Orion divine Valour. 
It is now ready by Arc-ial 
radiance to become the inborn 
glory of the mind . . .

The serpent swallowing its 
own tail, but only when all the 
gods have received the full 
quota of perception. Hence the 
necessity for full digestion of 
the Word, down to the full 
elimination Now the Atom, as 
the positive Divine rebirth, 
has become the polarised 
Plutocrat of the Solar pheno
mena unfoldmcnt. A god- 
conscious Light of Central 
Son immense super-sensitivity 
ever being born and reborn, 
until the full propensity be
comes capable of expansive 
perception of aspirational 
glory

For the Atom is the crucible 
pot in the depths, to eventually 
take on of u x  Orion Valour, 
as he who has mastered the 
Winds and the Waves, heights 
and depths, and brought them 
to Solar light The ever same 
repetitive %iory on whatever 
Plane of God-born light, but 
becoming more and more 
Divine. as the soul labours and 
stays the course of unfoldiog 
all paths of causation.

Here we behold the son bora 
out of the father, to become 
by his Orion valour the in
corporated rebirth of the 
father, and the reborn glory of 
the mind. But in the great 
cosmic struggle, the source ever 
meeting the Source and being 
integrated into the depths, to 
bring the Brilliancy oi ONE
NESS.

Hence the Royal Neptunian 
Spindle, the Spine born of

Divine Sensitivity, has become 
the causationary power of the 
Atomic Breath. That set into 
action by the Mighty Powers 
of Outer World Space. For the 
soul has now become the fully- 
born Uranian channel for the 
enceinte Central Sun wealth, 
becoming as the Hierarchial 
Bull of Divine expansive Light. 
Dynamic wonders being afford
ed unto man. whereby he can 
find his god-like qualities.

For the true depths of the 
royal divine sensitivity have 
now become conscious reality, 
that of the moving Atomic 
glory of the Central Sun 
FACE. The Mighty InteQigen- 
cm sending its Divine Rays 
down to the enceinte Earth, 
this being the Great Theo
cratic Oath manifesting as 
Divine oc La vial oneness of the 
unified god status of Becoming. 
The Anthropomorphic Egg, 
that has now blossomed into a 
Mind potential, a divisionary 
particle towards the fulness of 
the Great Brain.

For here is the Warrior's 
belief, as the mighty Positive 
stanchion, at the basic Atomic 
force of hit internal god 
divine depths. That which be
came lost in his unfoldmcnt 
into terrestrial delights and 
calcifying growth of the 
physical. For that which 
should have turned to mind.

merely became to  animal
carrier, ravaging the Fires into 
the p it

{See plate on page 5)
Now, under the reborn

Warrior belief, he is radiating 
his raised up molecular unity 
brought into being by Meropc. 
w ith the Cosmic conception of 
His Divine FACE of comple
mented Glory, now his shield 
and his grace. For the Glories 
of the Heavens have descend
ed to aid and abet his struggle, 
that man can find his god-life 
once again, and continue his 
divine Path of purpose.

This now becomes the Divine

acoustics of the regenetic 
source of one's own relativity 
recall, where the intended un
folding Path was now the way 
of ascension, and the Glory of 
Life Ever-lasting. That ever 
responding to vibronic Cycles 
of ever unfolding unification, 
bringing the soul to molecular 
ONENESS, the glory of the 
Divinely polished Diamond. 
Yet that which is the ever 
polarising wonder of the divine 
enceinte Light of Theocratic 
conscious attunement.

This is Divinity, the rebirth 
of the Virgin Fire, where SHE 
has returned into HIS SIDE, 
and become the Glory of HIS 
FACE. For only can HE 
Become through the Glory of 
Woman, the negative creation 
of HLS Divine Magnitude. Yet 
that which has now become 
the Fulness of HIS Divine 
Being, in the Glory of the 
Solar fulfilment,

(Now what left HIS SIDE 
was HIS Spcrming Creation, 
to go down to the depths, but 
it could only bo as a Negative 
Creation. HE is the Positive. 
Having gone through all that, 
and raised Herself up to the 
Heights, SHE now has returned 
into HIS Side, and SHE is 
manifesting HIM through Her 
positive creation of Solar ful
filment. SHE has taken on of 
HIS Glory, but it can only 
‘manifest* through Her.

The Virgin Stream 
of Vega

SB O  now you can tee why all 
spinsters, who are virgins, 

arc far more important to 
DIVINITY than the woman 
who has given herself in 
marriage under the Earth laws. 
For if she can only take up 
This Path, the can return into 
HIS Side as a Divine Being, 
by becoming a Bride to HIS 
Glory. This could also apply to 
any others, if they would only 
open up their minds to the 
greater understanding of the 
Spirit Laws. Far more goes on 
in the soul's life than it is 
conscious of, but the woman 
who takes on of the 'virgin 
state' is carrying out the pur
pose which sne returned to the 
earth  for, by being married up 
to  HIS Glory through renun
ciation).

This now is LIGHT, the 
Virgin Stream of Vega, that 
which is going to polarise all 
into Molecular Divine Hus
bandry, to bring into being 
that of immortal mind mem
ory. Whereby causationary 
Streams set into being arc now 
blossomed into light. Thereby 
creating the Virgin mind of 
Divine Hierarchial Blessing. 
Where continuity is ever roiling 
on into the ever Glory of Re
birth, where Homan Life 
returns to Us Cause, and 
Divinity as the Blended Grace, 
becomes the Ever Rolling Seed 
Potential, the Royal Glory of 
Evolution.

Now, through Metope's sac
rifice, the Atomic revolving 
bloodstream is that of the 
purity of the Central Sun's 
internal Depths. That unfolding 
with the Atomic interpene
tration, and radiating as the 
full measured might of the 
Holy Divine Fires of the Nep
tunian rebirth. The radiant 
Glory imposed by Metope, 
when she lifted up the Planes 
of Creative Growth unto the 
Virgin Plane of purified belief. 
Yet illusion reborn into divine 
Reality, the glorified purpose 
of truth.

This is where the Seed 
becomes the peaceful Atomic 
might of the Divine Spirit, that 
lifted up out of the depths of 
matter, into the glory of per
ception. Where no longer as 
the soul is he blind to truth, 
but as a Warrior of Orion 
standing, blazing a trail of 
LIGHT. A Warrior of truth 
and Divine Oneness, stimulat
ing the Atomic Waveband of 
Theocratic relativity into Div
ine Glory. The royal union of 
Completeness now being ful
filled, as the soul ascends up 
onto the Immortal Plane, that 
of Divine Consciousness.

This is the Golden Glory of 
Rebirth, the eternal creation 
of LIGHT, where Divinity is 
the Blood-life of every soul, 
the royalty of his internal 
sight. Where every soul who 
makes the grade will find the 
Glory of Eternity. Thus the 
Golden Antelope, bom of the 
Glory of the Spirit, the Nep
tunian beauty or His Sperming 
Grace. For the Orion Warrior 
is he bora from the Royalty 
of HIS LOINS. HIS Royal 
YOD, the infusive Might of 
HIS HOLY LOVE. That 
which the Divine Warrior is 
duly emulating, as a true born 
Priest of LIGHT.

(The soul is fully conscious 
of what his past is, and what 
he must d o ; how he must 
'drive* and ever be alert to 
the task he has got to set into 
m otion: he emulates Divinity.- 
but allows Divinity to work 
through him, and thereby be
comes a true-born Priest).

This is the golden skeleton 
of the Orion Fatherhood, that 
of Prc-Rcgenetics, when the 
Source was the octave of the 
Central Sun. and all was of 
Solar radiating Hydrogen toed 
reality. Now all has been

retrieved, but with u Golden 
FACE, and ready now for the 
avrm don. TbU to the TWnuo* 
iuutic shadow of (he immacu
late Word of the eclipsed 
Solstice of Meropc'* now re- 
sperm cd Divine Pre-Atomic 
FACE.

The Fire from the Molecu- 
lariscd Word driving the ner
vous system into a more 
frcqucntised action, bringing 
the Summer Sun kissed clouds 
into birth, for Meropc it of 
tint Fiery incentive, bringing 
into birth of HIS Great Divine 
bequest. Where soul was 
naturally receiving of instruc
tional intelligence, but now, by 
being sensitised into an action 
of drive, receiving by hit own 
momentum.

For all now is of the Time 
of the inspirational quantum 
of the aspirational reality of 
the Atomic Diamond. Whereby 
all is now radiant with the 
glorified wonder of Truth, and 
the beauty of the Solaroid is 
embodied in the royal being of 
the awakening Spiritual untold- 
ment For once this becomes 
established, all becomes of the 
reborn conscious conception of 
Truth, and LIG HT is radiant 
in the whole consistency of 
LIFE.

(The soul himself not only 
taking the Word o f Meropc, 
but now, by his own ‘drive’, 
receiving by his own labours 
the intuitive comprehension of 
the Word, and getting Divine 
expansion).

This is the Glory of the 
‘absolute*, the Power of the 
Solar belief, where all becomes 
as the causation of the Virgin's 
responsive dynamics. Her dy
namic drive as she receives the 
spiritual intent from the 
Heights. For, as the driver of 
the Bull, she is apt to become 
wayward and irresponsive. But 
in becoming responsive, the 
Divine Light becomes attached 
as the Royalty of the Central 
Sun, and the Spirit is stirred 
into action. Whereby the whole 
of the etheric becomes the 
blossomed incentive of the 
Royal gestation. For the Solar 
Glory has infused it with 
mighty beauty, its mighty YOD 
of Holy Unction.

{See plate on this page)
This is where ecliptic sensiti

vity becomes the enceinte 
response, the true meaning of 
the past creation now becom
ing conforming relativity. For 
such is now the attunement of 
the new Vega being, respond
ing to the Vega extreme 
causation of Timeless beginn
ing. For the re-genetics have 
now brought into being Time
lessness, where the conscious 
mind, in becoming responsively 
aware, spins the passing hours 
into heavenly L ight The Orion 
Warrior is feeling the response 
of the Virgin to  the inflowing 
Glory, and has taken the Bull 
by the horns and driven him 
into royal active plowing.

This, in all its splendour, to 
the attuned responsive gyration 
of the purity of the enceinte 
majesty. One of the appointed 
144,000 infused isotope bless
ings from the Centrally gather
ed belief of the Atomic Age. 
That now bronght to  a state of 
oneness in the Royalty of the 
Central Sun, and infusing the 
depths with its Glory. Hence 
the buried-in Atoms now 
polarising Light to Light 
Husbandry, and demanding or
ganised activity, whereby per
fected Royalty can shine forth.

Hence, this tight embrace* 
moot becomes the compassion 
of the Theocratic Laws, in 
taking unto itself that of the 
Cosmic Colure. That of the 
gravity of the true Divine 
Waveband of Solar polarisa- 
tion.il Breath of Parc Atomic 
LIGHT. No longer held in any 
form whatsoever of the illu
sive, but following only the 
Glory of true reality.

For Atomic Light conscious
ness is the complement of the

THE AWAKENING SPIRIT

W ITH  her mind dancing in aspiration and elevated belief, the 
Virgin creation of the soul has drawn the Holy Sustenance 

of the Spirit unto her. Now she can go forth, strengthened in 
the knowledge that Divinity is alive within her, and the Over* 
shadewing Glory of her uprisen censcieusness. (See text in col. 5).
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Bon Voyage
b y  D a v id  M c G ill

And thus on we travel 
The icy desert, forgotten sea.
The pilgrims of light and darkness, 
Passing through all forms.
Countless endless becomings.
Pilgrims star-spangled fo r  the heavens. 
Carrying the golden banner high,
Across plain, field and s k y ;
In city . dust, dreams, eternity ,
To tAe gates of the other batik,
And dance a twisting arabesque 
For the mind's changed horizon.
Two lips to kiss, two eyes to see ;
The wheels chum  up dust.
A fan of Spanish ripples spread 
Out in the wake and morning clear,
The time fo r reaping.
The time fo r sotting.
Day becomes night,
As black will become white.
Some may slip, fall front taut ropes 
Of fear, others drown in despair,
While whole parables explode.
Drift in the red-hot wind.
For Antarctica, the Antipodes, A tlantis.
Onwards to frozen lakes of peace,
Veiled by curious virgin mists.
To forests where the trees have turned 
To moss and stone, and where the air 
Will sting and frost our sails 
Once more with wonder.

Abstract, plus Atomic oneness, 
that of the Spermine Etberic 
Fire- That of the magnitude of 
Neptunian regnetks, which 
are now bringing to the pool 
the wonders of divine in-birth. 
For regenetics are the LIGHT 
alphabetical reflexes of the 
Central Sun in all Sts changing 
infusions within the souL 

For the soul is ever fin a 
stale of rebirth, and only does 
so, through the infused Word 
driving its mark of change. But 
whereas it ever brought a state 
of black and white stales, now, 
by its entirety of oneness, it 
can bring a complete state of 
LIGHT. This is known as 
LIGHT facsimiles of the pore 
Atomic rebounding reciproca- 
tire glory, that now bora out 
of the SOent Golden Pool of 
the unbathed original Source.

This is seen quite dearly in 
-Psalm 21, where the Atomic 
might is now the golden crown 
of the mind, and receives the 
full Over-shadowance of the 
cosmic Atomic Breath. That 
now bora in all its full magni
tude of Virgin Might- For the 
king, he bora in the fullness of 
his own rights, in trusting the 
LORD, has searched within 
himself, and found out of his 
REAL enemies. This being a 
Psalm of thanksgiving over 
self, as the soul finds a con
clusion to his struggles. For he 
asked for life and it was given 
him in the joy of continuity.

Thus showing the mind as a 
selfless crucible for the Uran
ian Glory to control, through 
the unchanging stales of the 
aspirational belief of the Theo
cratic royalty. For the king 
had trusted the LORD, the 
supreme Glory of guidance, 
and by true Orion Valour had 
found the golden glory of re
birth. For the greatest conquest 
of life is the mastering of self, 
and in Hercules mastering all 
the feats, to be able to tread 
them into the earth as a divine 
son of God. This is true Atom
ic salvation of the lightning 
Uranian infiltration, as the re- 
genetic full Source of redirec
tive aspirational guidance.

Divine One-ness
VTO greater explanation can 
Xv be found than in the 
Psalms, where David for the 
first time, is thanking the 
Great Source of All Life, for 
the help and guidance given 
him in his struggle to become. 
David has perceived the Glory 
of Reality, and from verses 8 
to 10, declares of how good
ness will eventually be born 
out of the evil, if the soul 
struggles to perceive the depth 
of the Word, and apply it to 
himself.

For this is the Power of 
enceinte weaving, that of the 
golden mantle of Divine Royal 
Kingship. The Royalty of the 
soul brought to birth in the 
light produced, whereby Uran
us has now complete control. 
This being as one of the 
Central Sun Molecules of the 
great untouched Pool of im
mortal reward. Yet in Psalm 
32, it is seen where David’s sins 
are forgiven, for as much as 
he tries, he has not been too 
successful His abundance is 
great, and now intensified by 
his searching into bis own 
intensity.

This is where he has to learn 
of persistency and diligence, 
and above all, that his weak
ness can become the repetition 
of every Plane induced, yet 
that to be mastered and risen 
up into light. For now it is the 
Power of Light revolving 
LIGHT, as the elheric born
responsive Virgin kisses the 
Divine Source of rejuvenating 
Perseus. This brings the closing 
factor to the causation, as 
Source to source is embraced 
in completion. This is Orion 
Valour, for the Lord has per
ceived the Glory of Hit Own 
Works, as David declares . . .

'Thou art my hiding
place.”

Then most amazing of all, 
swears unto the All High . . .

“I will instruct thee in the 
way which thou shall g o :
1 will guide thee with mine 
eye.”

For only by David wrestling 
with his weakness, will he give 
unto the Divine Teacher the 
Prototype for all men. Then he 
that trusted in the Lord, will 
find His Mercy encompassing 
him.

(This is where David began 
to find that his real enemies 
were within himself. Until be 
mastered these, be could never 
be in at-ooe-ment with God. 
So the tree Orion Valour is 
not just giving unto others 
what you think, or merely 
walking it into the earth, but 
the mastering of self. For there 
is ever a stale of rebirth, a 
mastering of self to a state of 
divine one-ness).

This is the intense LIGHT 
of the Laws of the now 
Atomic pierced Being, he that 
is fully infused with the Divine 
LIGHT of the Central Sun. 
But he who has responded and 
reciprocated, has laboured, 
mastered, and become a true 
Orion Warrior. He who has 
become the Christos mortuary 
meal, to sup and expose the 
internal depths of a soul’s god
like beauty of the awakening 
king. For any man can, with 
destructive weapons, destroy, 
ravage and rape, but where is 
the MAN who can discern and 
master himself. This is where 
the LORD is his Shield and 
protection, for he is immune 
to all bis enemies, and all men 
bow before him, for his Works

are of the Spent and in his 
abundance.

Here is the virtue of the 
Commissure, as the golden 
mind wealth of the transmuti d 
skeleton of the God-like crea
tive Presence. This is the Swan 
Song of man, and the com
mencement of a Divine con
scious conception of tree 
Orion Light. Where man re- 
transformed into mere man. 
now transforms into the glory 
of a god with a mind.

For Orion is all LIGHT, 
and as such, is now nn tarnish- 
able through his Central Son 
contact, a glorified being, bora 
out of his Father's Blood- For 
the Central Sun Source is all 
protective reality of tiring 
Uranian Truth- The whole of 
Being now manifesting within 
the soul, bringing a MIND 
Royalty into birth.

This is the full a ttunem ent 
of the apostalectic virtue, as 
the true molecular build-up of 
the Divine infused Atomic 
FACE. Whereby the New 
Laws are Pre-pitch-blended 
with Hierarchial unification, 
and Solar seasoned within the 
Commissure Seed of Timeless 
Vega Magnificence. For all 
human Commissures are the 
Atomic causationary Sunbeam 
thread of Vega Virgin original
ity, of Merope’s Divine Heart- 
Born Cosmic conception. 
Therefore the original began 
with Vega, and now has retum- 
to Vega, and ready now to 
start the Road of Divine 
Infinity.

(By man now being fed 
from the Central Sun, the 
Glorified Intelligencia of the 
whole of Being, he now can

build up his own internal 
infinity. Not only receiving the 
Breath, not only being given 
the Word, but also being given 
the re-digested Word as Royal 
Holy Life, firing him with 
Solar glory, and by this he 
now 'becomes*. For what he 
now builds up within himself, 
in his bloodstream, automati
cally becomes the manifestation 
of his FATHER’S FACE ; for 
now he is in at-one-ment with 
the Trinity).

Hence the Commissure is 
now enceinte, through Relati
vity, with the Holy Fire of 
Uranian spermed awakenment, 
seeking now to drive the issue 
into Holy Royal LIGHT. For 
all men of God unfoldment, 
are now Positive creative gods 
of Orion Solar aspiration, and 
as such, are the Christos 
calibre of the etheric Central 
Sun Divine Overshadowance. 
Hence, the very basis of HIS 
Footstool, HIS very existence 
and manifestation. For this is 
man’s world, and Divinity can 
only manifest in such, through 
the LOVE and mind of HIS 
sons. Therefore the Pure and 
Holy contact being of Nep
tunian Hierarchial Seeded 
Might of Royal Divine impar- 
tation.

This is man’s Supreme blood 
heritage, the sacrificial wealth 
of aeons of transmuted Solar 
glories. For although he chose 
the reflection of this Mighty 
Royalty, he never lost his birth 
heritage, but suffered until he 
awakened. Now all is the 
Atomic Blood infused Glory 
of the pure Spiritually contain
ed Golden Dew, of Merope’s 
Divine Holy Compassion. That 
born duly unto man, through 
her Divine link with the 
Mighty Holy SEE. But now 
the equatorial awakenment of 
the articulated contact of tho 
very depths of the Central Sun, 
has now granted to one and 
all, the Divine Enceinte Per
fection of Vega reborn aspira
tional infinity. For by this, the 
Divine Holy Ghost becomes 
the Royal manifestation of his 
Father’s FACE.

Hence the Commissure is 
now the polarised Pole Star 
roots of Timeless unity, and is 
the full Divine Last Supper 
rites of Holy Molecular attain
ment. Where the building up

of the FACE of Divinity, is 
the means of the soul reaching 
its Divine Fulfilment, as the 
Cell of that Mighty Cosmic 
Mind Magnitude. Thus all now* 
are born of Atomic aspira
tional LIGHT, for the Central 
Sun requires this as the com
plete fulfilment o f man’s golden 
Orion Valour of Neptunian 
Cosmic Consciousness. There
fore, with his consciousness be
coming on a par with his 
enceinte internal light, he will 
take on of the Divine Christos 
Glory.

The Supreme Point 
of Truth

THIS is the virtue of Cosmic 
service, whereby the Div

ine Omnipotence reigneth upon 
the Divine Overshadowance of 
the Orion minded cosmic con
scious Theocratic Warrior. 
Where his Powers of enduran
ce are tested to the very full, 
as he encounters Plane after 
Plane and Power after Power. 
Whereby he becomes the Fiery 
King of the Commissure 
wealth, and transmutes his own 
god Desires into Solar poten
tial Central Sun attunement 

He knows the valour requir
ed to master the black Panther, 
the fierce yellow striped Tiger 
and the wild mountain Lion. 
Yet endure the loneliness of 
the moon tain top as he holds 
the Flame aloft, as the Way 
for the Great Ones to descend 
to the depths.

All this is the Central Sun 
spenning of the unfolding 
FACE of the Pure Atomic 
Ether inflow, where the Glory 
of the Lord is the internal 
magnitude of he who has 
weathered the depths of des
pair, and seeks for a raft to 
reach the mainland of possi
bility. This is the genetic value 
of the Divine Central Son, 
which con now bring sensiti
vity of the true basic doctrine 
of Divine aspirational Solar 
Service, to he who has proved 
of his valour to serve the 
Royal Holy KING.

(See plate on this page)

C oncluded  on page 11

NEPTUNIAN CONQUEST

A S the soul goes forth on his journey of unfoldment, must he 
master the great Powers of Neptune through his steadfast 

belief in the royalty and divinity of the Fire. Thus as he holds 
the passions firmly under control, is he able to transmute the 
emotional waters of lunar illusion and pass through the rocks of 
wandering desires. Then with his mind sensitised and alight with 
perceptory brilliance, can he go forth as a reborn Virgin Son, 
ready and able to servo those Great Heights and establish the 
mighty Wisdom of Universal Philosophy into the very depths of 
the earth. (See teat in col. 5).
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R em in iscences C O A U G L R A T O R Y  C R A O S

ALL WE CAN SAY SO FAR IS, WHAT A 
confusion ; a month of HcU lei loose. Since May 
the 4ib, the Configurator? Fires have been pouring 

do* a, filling the Earth's Aura with reborn life and burning 
up the cv9, hence the reason *h> St has been brought out 
to the fore. But because man has not accepted if in the 
right wa> and accepted rebirth, all is driving him into a 
state of tumult and confusion. If. Wilson was ordained to 
take the Prime Ministership, because of his Neptunian 
influential power of control, but refuted to listen to the 
advice offered, consequently man went his own way and 
confused the issue. To have put the Tories back into power 

was fatal, especially a man with E- Heath's influences, hence Hell has run wild.

The Etheric Mind Expansion
UNTIL man embraces the Powers in the right way and recognises their Cosmic influence as 

LAW, he will go on and on into this confusion. Man b  only what be has created of 
himself, hence H. Wilson had his mighty wealth from the past, that only I could help him 
to bring forth, for my wealth from the past is equal to kb  wealth, and could have triggered 
off bis immensity, by my root declaring the Configurator}* Glory to be bom out of the 
depths. Thus would have made way for the Hierarchxal Elements to enter in their fulness of 
supremacy.

/ ■

Man is bom of the Elements, 
he lives by the Breath, but if 
he chooses to create only 
promiscuity, materialism and 
falsity, then he must take the 
result and abide by the assimi
lation the hard way. 1 have 
warned through the Voice of 
the Gazette for months, of 
what would take place if man 
refused to accept and embrace 
the Royal Theocratic Govern
ment, that is now ruling the 
Earth.

But unfortunately we have 
not yet properly begun, for the 
true fulness has still to be 
reached. Until a Democratic 
Government of REAL Theo
cratic Commumstos control
takes over, man will only find 
chaos and confusion, with
everything completely out of 
control. He thinks by opposing 
and asserting old ways of con
trol, he will thwart these 
Mighty Powers. How can 
he ? ? ? when he himself is 
bom from their Dynamic
Atoms, and is the negative to 
their Positive MIGHT.

The World now belongs to 
the Higher Powers, the Laws 
of Spiritual Mind unfoldment 
are set, and man most obey 
and create under that ruling. 
For with the configurator ful
ness culminating in the House 
of health and mind intuitive 
reform, and only promiscuity 
prevailing as it b , sexual 
idiocy will result The Plane of 
Earth b  now a  MIND Plane 
of Abstract creative possibili
ties and as a Virgin Plane of 
rebirth, demands a mind of 
reborn beliefs and ideas.

Man thought he was going 
to take over of the Earth his 
own way, but now finds he 
cannot. Everything is being 
wrested out of his hands, but 
he will not realise how much, 
until he finds health and mind 
not responding to drug and 
knife. I am the Scapegoat for 
this issue, thus know how and 
what the results will be, for 
everything is set, so it is just a 
matter of letting all come into 
birth by the Law of Circum
stance.

The scientist is completely 
lost, but publicly refuses to 
accept, yet if half was revealed 
by us of those quietly seeking 
advice, it would amaze one 
and all. To reveal of all that is 
taking place in all directions

would not be believed, so why 
reveal truth and open it to 
ridicule ’ So first of all, let us 
comment around the Con
figurator} intervention up to 
date.

On May the 4th Neptune 
came into the issue, and held 
the situation quite well while 
H. Wilson was in Power. For 
his first house Neptune guided 
the influence direct, using his 
Mighty Royalty of the past, 
which he cannot lose until he 
wears it out with useless 
demonstration. Then from 
June 18th when E. Heath took 
over, all went chaotic through 
his moon in Scorpio.

This Dynamic Neptunian in
flow could have opened the 
way for the rebirth of genius, 
for no longer is man ruled by 
the influence of the physical 
body, but by his Etheric. All 
has been changed and man un
known to himself, has been 
completely reborn, hence the 
many strange happenings.

Therefore, with everything 
so complicated, even the worst 
circumstance has a legitimate 
reason. In fact, it is the worst 
of circumstances that are now 
going to be the means of 
breaking down those states that 
are not applying the Law the 
right way, or being led by the 
Higher issue.

On August 14th, Jupiter 
entered and intensified the 
issue, but in reality touched 
man on his pinnacle point. For 
all had only progressed up to 
Jupiter, but now opened the 
door for Neptune to flood the 
Earth. For 1 made it possible, 
by embodying Neptune, for 
this Planetary influence to 
flood the Earth and soul with 
its Powers of Genetical rebirth. 
Bat mil man could do for the 
time, was to go to excess in 
promiscuity and luxurious in
dulgence. While Nero watched 
Londinium run wild, while he 
sailed his boat round the coast, 
listening to the Sirens!

Then when Venus entered 
on Sept. 7th, oh b o y ! what 
confusion. As she moved in on 
the 4th, it even took me all my 
time to hold the issue, and for 
three days I found myself 
metaphorically in the Whale's 
Belly. Then on the 7th she 

(See plate on this page) 
fully let forth of her Waters, 
and fun has danced wild for 
the time being. But I still say 
that this would have been 
balanced up onto a Plane of 
Higher inflow, if H. Wilson 
had listened to sense. Now he 
is going to learn the hard way, 
and what could have continued 
unto a corrected balance, has 
become disrupted and compli
cated.

Thus Woodruff may have 
predicted rightly of the election 
by the assistance of the com
puter, but what mangy results! 
lie  only set the way for lower 
intrigue and utter confusion, 
when the Higher, if it had been

accepted, would have brought 
plain sailing, and pure healthy 
economical results.

The next inflow will be oo 
Oct. 23rd. when Scorpio will 
eater into his own. For the 
Solar attuncmeot enters at that 
period, and will intensify the 
throe Planets already in the 
Core of the Chromospheric 
Orb of the Central Sun. Dur
ing this period up to date, these 
Planets, which play a very 
Urge part in ray Natal creation, 
have been triggering off trmn- 
wts.

These have merely been 
causing the Wave to rise and 
fall, but I can assure one and 
all, do not under-estimate the 
vital importance of this Con
figurator} inflow. As that of 
A.D.33 was mis~d»rected and 
only entered into the Belly of 
the Earth as desire, this inflow 
is being directed into human 
life. through my radical 
assumption. Hence everything 
will be born under Universal 
Philosophy, and although man 
will try to thwart this, he will

hove ho abode b v its Laws
the cod. T k a  m been oal}
dearly . in what man bod
bed's untied by what in ol
the breaking of the L av .

VENUSIAN RESUSCITATION

AS Venus entered into the orb of Scorpio she set off dynamic 
changes in the creation of the depths, for the wealth that she 

brought with her was royal and mighty in its abundance. Wise the 
soul who has prepared his sensitivity, whereby he can now sup of 
the cosmic feast that lies before him, and resuscitate his mind 
with the glories of the Living S p irit (See text In col. 2).

hp
Ucd

Could we icc anything more 
farcical than the many condi
tions that are takmg place at 
the present momcaL Arabs 
stealing 4 massive aeroplane* 
out of the sky, with the 
children heftd captive in the 
desert, saying how kind their 
captors w ere ; in fact they 
thoroughly enjoyed it. But 
above all. collecting A rab 
autographs, with a pet tortoise, 
found by a little boy, being 
called Ted Heath. Surdy that 
is ironical enough and depicts 
the direction of public opinion 

Then to come nearer borne, 
George Brown of cockney 
origin, being made Lord 
Brown ! Therefore, who wants 
to be a lord, or even go for a 
plane trip abroad ? F or the 
moment and near future, it is 
wise to remain on the Downs 
of dear lazy phlegmatic old 
England, until all those Powers 
have made their entry.

The Configuratory 
Inflow

CHAOS and disruption will 
be everywhere until man 

becomes consciously awakened, 
then be will become a wiser 
and sadder individual. For 
man is succumbing to the 
worst, that of promiscuity, the 
negative o f Neptune, with 
many of the acts applicable to 
so-called freedom, stoning the 
soul.

Nothing could be worse than 
abortion, which I am sure is 
verified by nurses blending to
gether against such murder, 
for it is ! The Law once con
sidered it so, now it condones 
iL These are souls trying to 
get back into a physical body 
for experience: if we sperm 
the life and then kill it off, 
these souls lose their chance 
for the time. F or they can 
only get back by the certain 
clicking of the Solar and lunar 
dock.

Souls who do this, will lose 
their right to parenthood, so 
why should we have pity on 
those who cannot have child
ren. While by artificial insemi
nation we open the way for 
elementals to be bom, for we 
have tried to trick the Law.

Man is so blind, and what is 
worse, persists in his blindness, 
ever refusing to listen to truth. 
Unless you have a string of 
so-called qualifications, you are 
of no account 1 once watched 
a case at the Old Bailey and 
saw a man ruthlessly sent down 
for 10 years. After the case 1 
was introduced to his lawyer, 
and in knowing the man sen
tenced, I stated truths which 
highly impressed the lawyer, 
and who would have used me 
as a professional psychiatrist 
oo his behalf, until he asked 
for my qualifications.

Astrological Delineations
M * 5 Spearman-Cook is prepared to continue giving delineations of readers* 

horoscopes, as her time allows. These will be based upon the new world 
teachings, and is a unique opportunity for all to perceive the extent of their growth, 
where their karmic difficulties lie, and where their opportunities are waiting to 
blossom forth; apart from giving the understanding of how and where karmic 
roots, impossible akashic records, rear up oot of the darkness of the soul's 
multiplicity.

Price in England and abroad £7.7.0. Price in U.S.A. and Canada S25.00.

IM P O R T A N T . Please note that all delineations will be by Tape Recording only on 51‘ 
track one or 4" roots track 1 and 2 at 3J ln/soc.

THE SCHOOL OF UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY AND HEALING 
London, W.8. (Te l.: 01-937 0377)
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When I (old him my training 
had been from the Higher 
Powers, (hut was the end, and 
(he man went down for his 10 
years, to finally end up in 
Broadmoor. When in reality, 
his trouble started when he had 
to go into the Army, where he 
was forced to kill a man, and 
never was the same from that 
day onwards.

Yet my training comes from 
the Source that knows all and 
never is by chance, which 
everybody knows and silently 
respects by trying to ignore. 
But the funny part is, as he 
awakens, creeps in with his tail 
between his legs, and asks for 
help ; with Roman Catholics 
coming in for healing, and 
running out like mad when 
they have received it, as though 
the Devil was at their heels I 
While we have multitudes of 
letters putting many questions, 
from those whose names are 
hush-hush. These I have ans
wered in the lectures that have 
gone by month after month in 
the Gazette, and in my 
reminiscences, giving as much 
explanation as possible.

But for those who are really 
seeking, there is nothing to 
stop anybody coming on a 
Wednesday night to the open 
discussion upon these subjects, 
with the Master answering 
them direct While on Sunday 
evening, for those more prog
ressive and eager to team, to 
come and hear the whole of 
the lecture up to date, and to 
(he point of establishment 

The time when I feel we will 
want to look to most, is O ct 
25th, when Mercury enters the 
Core of the Central Sun. Then 
it enters dead into the Centre 
of Scorpio, and Mercury rules 
the mind. All this is for the 
good of m ankind; if he dis
torts and confuses by his ribald 
earthy illusion, then he must 
learn the hard way. Yet he is 
fully prepared unbeknown to 
himself, for ever the Breath 
has been coming down, loaded 
with the Configurator? inflow, 
and he has been absorbing and 
filling his blood with Hydroxyl 
Breath of Hiernrcbial issue.

(See plate on this page)
This I am trying to explain 

in a mundane way, to try and 
reach the mind of the blind 
academical soul, but if we put 
it forth in its Royal Ttaeo- 
cratical explanation, we would 
declare of how the Holy Fires 
have been filling the soul with 
new-born Etheric Life. With 
man in his conscious illusive 
mind, merely giving birth to 
these Mighty Powers in promis
cuity, with all in authority 
aiding and abetting.

This alone declares of what 
man Is storing up for himself; 
yet he will have to come out 
of it, for the Law is set and 
nothing can break it, but only 
complicate and cause evil. Yet 
to eventually be weaned out, 
but blank and blind ; then It 
will be the wise man, who has 
given this some consideration, 
who will be able to stand on 
his feet.

So it is 1971 we have to 
look to for the answer, but I 
can assure you that drug and 
knife will NOT be the answer ! 
It will only be by man looking 
upwards to the heavens of his 
own mind, that the answer will 
be found. For the whole World 
is now in the Abstract, and 
man is living in the Abstract 
mind body of his soul life. The 
concrete has been dissolved, 
hence the many fantastic 
creations we perceive walking 
around.

While, as I was writing this 
dissertation, a Hippy person 
rang at our door, and declared 
that he was Jesus. When he 
was questioned as to what he 
meant, he replied, "well aren't 
we all Jesus's ?" Well I of 
course he was not wrong, Jesus 
literally means Master, and 
since there has never been a 
Jesus in the light that religion

depicts, every man is a poten
tial Jesus, or possible master 
of the Elements.

What we have to fry and 
realise, is the fact that man 
has only ever accepted the 
Planetary inflow under the 
Zodiacal conception. That is 
why there is such ribald astro
logy as fortune telling and 
computer delineation. Now, 
through my reaching up, the 
Celestial influences are coming 
into being, and man by breuth- 
ing in of this Prismic influence,

is now living in the etheric side 
of the soul. Thus unfolding 
himself back again to his god 
status that he was in the 
Beginning before the Fall.

All the wealth that fell with 
him into the Cancer Waters 
has been retrieved and buried 
in, and he is ready to go for
ward when his conscious mind 
awakens and seeks for under
standing. Everything now is 
vibration, no longer form and 
concrete establishment, but 
fluidity of change which will 
endure and become. This is 
where wc can only be led by 
those Higher Powers as the 
inner Voice of guidance.

No longer is a man insane 
when he hears the Voice, but 
one truly blessed when he 
knows how to moderate and 
control. This would not be the 
flrst time that I have balanced 
up and adjusted one who was 
in this predicament. But the 
trouble now is that man in 
taking drugs has opened doors 
he cannot stand up to, so will 
have to learn to adjust what 
he has taken erroneously.

The Abstract Body

HAVING summed up the 
misdirections of man, let 

us look to the Royalty awaiting 
him as soon as he awakens. 
The FIRE that is coming down 
as Hydroxyl Breath, is Atomic, 
that consistent of Hydrogen 
and Oxygen. Tin’s in becoming 
in the alchemy of the soul, 
becomes as the consistency of 
his mind. Not that to be 
wasted on promiscuous pur
suits, but the driving momen
tum in the FIRE, that will

change him and give him his 
mind acme.

Thus man is now being born 
of the new Seed, whereby he 
is being reborn as a god, but 
with a mind. It is the elevated 
slate of the Fire, that of the 
Hydrogen, that is forcing man 
up, driving all up to the 
Atomic World of Vega, where 
all is revolving into immortal
ity.

But unfortunately man was 
not ready for the atomicising 
of his Chromosomes, in which

he becomes thoroughly clean
sed, re-establishing his genetic 
lineage. Thus has rebelled and 
refused to co-opcrate with the 
Powers of Spirit, so he has 
been forced to comply the hard 
way. When in reality he is 
really obtaining Theocratic in
dependence, where he has the 
right to Outer Space Powers, 
as freedom to the conscious 
etheric state of man's higher 
side. The physical body only 
being the animal which keeps 
him a prisoner to matter. By 
getting free of this, he obtains 
the established Seed of Con
tinuity, with compassional 
Pitch-blending as the Com- 
munistos unified D i v i n e  
LIGHT.

This means the unification 
of all Elements within, into a 
royal Communistos LIGHT, 
whereby the Celestial Elements 
become as Divinity within him. 
For Divinity is being Seeded 
in everybody through his own 
Waters, but being protected 
from their lunar states, until 
the soul awakens. Hence, since 
the Configuration is in Scorpio, 
Divinity is being Seeded as the 
complete Royalty of Scorpio. 
So true Communism begins in 
man himself, when he blends 
together all the multiple states 
divided by lack of reality, und 
the adoption of illusion.

If man was wise, he would 
seek, for it is possible that 
many will never return into 
Matter again. Unless soul 
builds up liis Abstract Body 
within, he will go back to the 
lower planes of darkness which

are slowly being quenched, 
having no Seed substance 
whereby to exist. For the 
existence of the Seed is by 
belief, and the more the Planes 
are risen up Into Divine 
LIGHT, the more the darkness 
is dissolved.

This is where religion is so 
erroneous, for God is not a 
Being, nor a separate state, but 
only manifest when soul it born 
of LIGHT, and consciously de
clares and accepts. This points 
out that man has never yet 
found the God creation, for a t  
I rose all up to Neptune, 
thereby bringing Neptune up 
out of the lunar waters, man 
was elevated up by the Hydro
gen Breath that he is now being 
forced to take.

By this, a t man awakens and 
his conscious mind takes on of 
awareness, he in being forced 
into darkness by being 'stripped' 
in his interpenetration, for the 
first time sees all in Its light 
of Reality, thus slowly becomes 
conscious of Divinity. For 
light is now forming within him, 
and the gods in his own heights 
are banded together in solid 
belief, thus feeding his conscious 
mind with the enlightened drip.

Divinity is Royal Conscious
ness, where in the ascension, 
forced up by the Hydrogen 
Breath, the soul interpenetrates 
his own etheric, which is being 
fed by light from the Seed. 
Then in reaching the source, 
finds it is now polarised, the 
source elevated up to the 
Source.

The Divine Plane
fTlHIS in the Relativity, where 
X the Compassion of Time 
afforded unto man in his search 
for experience, is now blossom
ed into light as a mind creation, 
and old states being buried in. 
These are the causations that 
become, as the soul—in the 
depths of the bloodstream—is 
interpenetrated and polarised.

Thus this is where the in
auguration of the Powers is 
going to polarise Theocracy into 
full manifestation. T hat which 
will then receive its sensitivity 
in the Zodiacal becoming the 
Celestial, by man being elevated 
up to a god-state of mind 
creation. For as the Etheric 
Consciousness is born in the 
Intelligencia through the Scape
goat's declaration and manifes
tation, all men will be born of 
that intelligence. For that will 
be the context of the Seed, and 
the Race assimilation of the 
Age of the Supreme manifes
tation of the Godhead.

This is where the Etheric of 
the Cosmos now becomes the 
manifestation in the Second 
Inauguration, thereby producing 
the MIND PLANE of LIGHT. 
All is vibration ever in a change 
of becoming as LIGHT, in the 
ever expanding DIVINE FIRE 
revolving back to the Source. 
That which is becoming as the 
New World of LIGHT, in the 
Solar-Galactical System becom
ing the Central Sun. Where 
every soul who becomes Divin
ity born, becomes as a sun and 
ascends up to this Royal Plane 
of Vega.

This is where we in discard
ing self, transform our own

earth gravitation to Solar 
gravitation, and become immor
tal, in fact wc do not '‘die", 
but ascend up, at the end of the 
earth pull, out ot our fori Land Ic. 
up to the Higher Planes. When 
com plete—having learnt the 
lesson of the Abyss and ren
dered the full redemption of 
the Covenant—can ascend up 
to the Plane of Solar Glory.

This again is another fallacy 
of the scientist solved ; the Sun 
la not a ball of gasca and fire, 
but Divinity as the Centre of 
the Plane of Divine Conscious
ness. Then when the Tittle 
black Sul* becomes a purified 
Atom, he returns back to  the 
Source, that now is manifesting 
as light, as the Spark that 
manifested the Voice of Divin
ity.

This also proves of how it is 
not the personal state o f soul 
that counts, but his service to 
help cause the Cosmos evolve. 
This is the discarding of self and 
becoming born o f  Divinity, 
where compassion as divine 
understanding for others, gives 
us of our Christhood. That is, 
our masterhood over M atter, 
and born of elevated vibratory 
assimilation.

So it can now be seen what 
devastation soul is creating for 
itself, by blinding itself with 
promiscuity, and how only the 
144,000 will reach fulfillment. 
This being the completion in the 
diamond of the 24 facets blend
ed in Communistos glory. 
12x12 on all the upper Planes 
of Creation.

V V

\ / \ l7\SJ

That which the soul took as 
the Compassion of the Higher 
Vibratory Powers, to nourish 
itself, and became by, it now 
returns as Light. Then in turn, 
returns to the LIG H T that gave 
it birth, with the obtained full 
continuity of existence. All this 
is being activated and driven by 
the Inauguratory inflow, and 
please do not doubt it !

I have seen a soul at the 
close of its life, after having 
lived its own way of existence, 
cry out desperately to the Mas
ter to spare their life, that they 
could fulfill their destiny. But it 
was too late, their left leg that 
should have trodden-in their 
wealth into the earth, was 
rotting in useless suppuration.

Yes ! the medical world could 
have applied penicillin, but the 
soul would have lost all its 
spirituality in a false remedy, 
which would have bound it 
more and more unto the body 
it had worshipped. It realised 
this at the last, and chose the 
right way.

We either discard of the 
earth, or become chained to the 
darkness of m a tte r; this is the 
Gordion Knot that everybody 
is fighting. But now the Higher 
Powers, so that they can get 
their Atoms back, have used a 
Scapegoat to raise up the issue 
of Darkness, thus endeavouring 
to awaken the blind spot of the 
soul.

While the Scapegoat who 
took on of the suffering of the 
World, gains complete redemp
tion and ascension back to  the 
Heights they created by their 
Divine Belief. Therefore, every 
man most create and give 
before he can ascend back 
HOM E. This is the story of the 
Prodigal's return.

THE BIRTH OF THE MIND
T H E  ontry of Mercury into the Configurator Inauguration 
* should herald mighty happenings, for Mercury holds the key 
to wisdom from Ages past, locked up in the vaults of the etheric 
body. Now, through the Configurator awakening, this can be 
polarised and transmuted into the radiant Light of Divine 
Hierarchlal Consciousness. (See text in col. 1).
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HERBAL MYSTERIES 
Part 39

TA N SY
(Tanacetum Vulgare)

b y  D a v id  S p ea rm a n * C o o k

THIS month we enter into a wonderful new phantasy of 
Abstract creation with a foil Jupiterian expansion, due 
to the new Planetary inflow destined by the gods. 

Therefore it has been posable for this month's herb to be 
given a selected place within the herbal world of expansive 
Solar healing. Tansy, a herb of remarkable promise, has 
proved its work so repeatedly in the past, as to be rlnssgd as 
one with many lasting capabilities. Very little has escaped the 
practising herbalist through Time, and Tansy has often been 
used for a number of conditions, such as stimulation, 
relaxation, and physical rejuvenation. Also as an added purifier 
to the blood corpuscles, when it was used in conjunction with 
initiatory functions during chnngre to the body, as souls 
searched into Occult Wisdom

I THE YOD OF GOD
b y  R a * M en * R a

Delivered at the S.U.P.H. on 21st March, 1964

M y t h o l o g y  h a s  g r o w n  f r o m  m a n  h i m -
self, and how he has portrayed evolution; all being 
projected by the man from that which has been 

injected into him from outer sources. However much the 
scientist investigates be will never find the answer by looking 
for migration, but by the soul getting exhilarated and finding 
inspiration, although rather confounded at the time, and seeing 
all as something heaven-sent.

A vast number of people 
found comfort, when inflicted 
with the ague, by partaking of 
Tansy, in the days well in the 
fore of medical practice. The 
wisdom of those times will now 
flourish once more, as gifts 
and healing powers are again 
rejuvenated by the Cosmic 
cleansing.

Here is where it will also 
become of simple character
building potential, as one's ner
vous structure responds to the 
awakening wonders within the 
soul. Then as unfolding crea
tions of lost consciousness are 
revealed once again upon a 
higher uprisen ratio, will it 
help the soul in its journey of 
ascension.

Tansy was once used to 
assist in the periodical changes 
of the female anatomy, but it 
can also now, due to the 
blood frequency assimilating 
Solar activity, help all men to 
withstand the down-pouring 
and infusing strength of the 
Scorpionic Fire within the 
soul's internal changing make- 
up.

Where Tansy was also once 
used for the forcing out of 
worms, and other living para
sites, from within the physical 
body, it can now assist the soul 
to remove a vast amount of 
residue as a result of changing 
cell tissues, all of which is 
taking place in the arterial 
wall structure within the chang
ing bodies of ail mankind.

Tansy, upon the old thought 
of herbal healing, was used for 
many medicinal cures, but was 
also widely used in different 
ways in the cull inary art, 
which obviously stands to 
prove its point of being a herb 
of nourishing potential. It has 
in the past been used for cakes, 
and the flavouring of many 
soups and savouries of numer
ous garnished dishes.

But its full beauty in the 
future will be its retrieving 
strength, by which it will assist 
the memory to become re
juvenated out of all the 
knowledge U has accumulated 
in the past. Therefore as the 
Holy Fires seek lo interpene-

down the many Ages.

TANSY

Crate and apply the soul's 
mortuary meal, will the lost 
Abstract truth be retrieved.

Tansy has been utilised in 
stables of old, and was used to 
assist and control the tempera
ment of horses. Therefore its 
influence was of a calming 
nature, and is why a number of 
animals seek of its use in a 
variety of ways. It is well 
known that in Occult symbol
ogy the horse represents the 
Fire, and accepting the fact 
that Tansy has this effect upon 
horses, one can realise that this 
herb could be of benefit in 
assisting the Fires to stir the 
soul into active internal crea
tive stimulation, especially as 
it comes under the ruling of 
Venus.

Although Tansy has been 
used for stimulation in the past, 
its true contact with the Venu
sian wealth was poorly enacted, 
due to the densified capacity 
of the soul under the then 
lunar creation. Under this 
lunar predominance it assisted

The planetary Axis in its 
inclination can bring the soul 
nearer to these possibilities, 
while Spirit from other planes, 
and not human entities, can 
send forth of their light as 
thought extension for the soul 
to become injected by. These 
act as elements in planetary 
infusion, and according to the 
angles and degrees will it affect 
each soul individually; and 
according to what the soul 
requires will it become their 
mode of direction.

Thus man in his effort to 
bring life through thought is 
the story of the Universe ; the 
Atlas who struggles to hold up 
the world, and nothing could 
give a better definition than the 
rhyme...

The Lion and the Unicom 
fighting for the Crown; Up 
jumps the little Dog and 
knocks ’em both down.
The penetrating point as the 

spear that overcomes the power 
in its green state—Cancer to 
Capricorn—with the awareness 
as mind creation that takes 
possession. But never can it 
bring any further approach on 
the kernel of the question, but 
merely the soul extracting its 
enlightenment, and quite pos
sibly m a k in g the point more 
complex for the next

the kidneys and back, and 
gave enormous healing benefit 
to those suffering from this 
complaint But now its main 
arterial functioning ability will 
be to supplement earthly food 
infusion, and assist the flowing 
bloodstream in its cleansing 
creation. All this being due to 
Tansy's action upon the
arteries, thereby assisting the
pulsating rhythm of the soul's
internal states.

Thus, with the changing 
ratio of the soul, it will be 
possible to assist the Fire to 
unify the intensified vibration, 
thereby revealing its true
healing and sitmulative thera
peutics. Now Tansy will be of 
a constantly changing strength, 
as the Powers increase their 
Fiery inflow. For it will be 
noticed ere long, how herb 
partakers will discover that 
many aches and pains which 
had been of permanent dura
tion, will gradually diminish, if 
herbs are regularly consumed.

The vast majority of Venu
sian herbs are often enhanced 
by the addition of a Martian 
one of strong root infusion. 
This information can now 
offer opportunities for many 
to delve and seek into herbs.

For words are not the best 
authors of thought, in the same 
way as the name of a god does 
not make the god, otherwise 
it would be a matter o f the 
Deity proceeding from its own 
Word. All is a matter of un- 
foldment from what has been, 
until one day a soul ripe with 
that accruing within, begins to 
bring a state of reformation 
upon all that has been.

Word has a reflex action 
upon the brain, for by the 
brain being made to act, it 
brings friction to the cells that 
have become inert over the 
ages. The word originated 
from the Dew that contains 
the sperm or oil of the oath 
that gave it power to become 
bom. Thus the OIL is EL, the 
Sperm of the Yod injected into 
the sage, but innate in the 
manna, and in abundance as 
the coriander seed; but lost 
to the man who is seeking 
something more palatable. Yet 
this matter of Word reaction 
holds far more than many 
would believe or credit

When the Word is brought 
to its Real state of production, 
and not a matter of ‘miscellan
ea’, everything in the Univer
se reacts also, for the plunge to 
the earth of the Yod Ray is 
given full expression, in that it 
conveys to the earth that which

and discover, through trial and 
emor, cures and healing possi
bilities as yet not fully revealed.

It would be of tremendous 
benefit if one could find a little 
time to practice soaking their 
hands in an infusion of Tansy. 
By this being adopted, one 
would soon discover that a 
noticeable flexibility could be 
attained. This would be of 
constant help to many music
ians, fine instrument makers, 
and even the nimble seamstress, 
who in the past constantly 
used this herb.

During hot summer days 
Tansy could well be used to 
repel flies and other insects if 
the body is rubbed with it in 
some way or other. Tansy and 
a little Violet will help prepare 
the way for vast surge of 
power, once the soul has will
ingly, and in full aspirational 
wonder, accepted the Word for 
the first time, and consciously 
adopted the Teachings. Where
by these two herbs, infused 
with the inflow of the partaken 
Breath, will offer a balance as 
the soul for the first time 
moves across the dancing 
Waters.

Tansy is still in its infancy 
as regards its potential true

it requires to evolve and uplift. 
For will is energised desire 
which has received the elec
trical infusion of and for the 
Godhead to manifest from the 
centre of his descent: that
ladder or structure that will 
uphold.

The answer lo this is em
bracing Athene the Mother of 
W isdom; she who lo the 
Egyptians was the hat or 
crown of the North, and links 
with the inscription at Sais. “ I 
am everything that has been, 
that is and that will b e ; and 
no mortal has yet lifted up my 
veil.”

This Veil is the woof and 
weave of life which has been 
lifted up by some since; and 
in the Rig Veda there is a lest 
as follows: ’“Day and Night 
perpetually reverenced are in 
regard to man's good deeds, 
and like two famous female 
weavers interweaving in con
cert, the extended thread be
comes the web of sacrifice.” 

The mantle of a Veil is the 
mantle of F lijahj and repre
sents the two God names EL 
and Yah Teh, the Yod of God. 
While his disappearance into 
the heavens in a  chariot of fire, 
with a whirlwind leaving the 
mantle behind, arc the variants 
of the invisibility of Brahm 
which remain nameless and 
shapeless, and produce but a 
phantom of existence.

For Maya, earth, only brings 
into birth illusions, m y th ; few 
she is but the Desire of 
Brahm ; eternal divine WilL 
Therefore the real existence is 
within man himself when he is 
able to produce the purified 
vehicle for the invisible to 
become visible.

characterisation, and many 
future cures and uses have yet 
to be brought to light

A most interesting story of 
the past now unfolds, for in 
the days of the courts, and 
subsidiary states of self-styled 
importance, flunkeys were forc
ed to carry this herb upon their 
person, for by this practice the 
nobility fully believed that they 
were then protected from the 
lower elements of the servants. 
Yet ironically enough, it did 
the complete opposite, by 
protecting the serfs from the 
debauchery of their employers.

Tansy and Eucalyptus leaves 
will also assist many who are 
suffering from the deadly state 
of Cholera, if they are sensible 
enough to attempt a starvation 
diet and utilise these two herbs 
as buoyant supporters of the 
soul's sparking life. Although 
the sceptical may under
estimate Nature's cures, all 
men will find in due course a 
turn to many of the past 
practises which had been 
driven out by scorn and 
stupidity.
C oncluded on next page

1955 Universal Philosophy Lectures 19G5
N*. of Lactam A Tttf* P riw ind . P. & P. No. of Lectures A Title Price ind. P. A P.

The Secret Doctrine 1955-59
4 Introduction ... ... ... 9/• 135

IB The Egyptian Mysteries ... 40/- 6.00
22 Tbs Journey through Alchemy 47/- 7.00
17 UafoUhnenl via the Testaments 37/- 535
36 The Wisdom of the Chakras via

The Hindu Pantheon ... 76/- 12.00
12 The Seeds of Beginning ... 26/- 4J0
17 The Saga of Atlantis and the

Dispersion ....................... 37/- 535
21 The Quest of the Holy Grail 45/- 650
5 The Quest through the Mysteries 11/6 130

12 The Quest through the Mamorab 26/- 4.00
40 The Quest through Numerology 100/- 16.00

U SA . The Lore of Astrology 1960-62 U.SA.
7 Introduction 
4 Aries
6 Taurus
7 Gemini

10 Cancer
11 Leo ... 
9 Virgo
9 Libra 

18 Scorpio
10 Sagittarius 
13 Capricorn
9 Aquarius

11 Pisces

... 16h 235

... 9/3 135

... 14/- 2.00

... 16/- 235
... 24/6 330
... 25/9 3.70
... 20/9 3.00
... 22/- 330
... 45/- 630
... 23/6 335
... 30/- 430
... 20/9 3.00
... 25/6 3.70

London, 11

No. of Lecture* A Till* P rice Loci. P . A P .

The Mystery Legends of the Bible 1963
U.SA.

20 Genesis ... 40/- 7.00
12 Exodus ... 28/- 430
4 Leviticus ... 9/- 1.40
1 Ruth ... 2/3 35
1 Song of Solomon ... 2/3 35
2 lob ............... ... 4/6 .70
1 Jonah ............... ... - .  2/3 35
1 Hosea ... ... 2/3 35

10 Samuel ... ... 22/6 330
• Pleats note that all the lectures upen Samuel 
were never delivered, and that, at the present 
time. w« have enly these listed above, available 
for publication.
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URANIAN GLORY
Concluded from  page 4

must follow the prototype of 
Merope, aod give of equal love 
to make the grade of Intuition* 
al insight and mortal cleansing.

The Hierarchial Wisdom
NOW all is ready, when all 

and sundry can bring forth 
of the new purpose of LIFE, 
and providing it is in harmony 
with the Law, they will be able 
to tread their findings into the 
foundations of life. But Merope 
has set the LAW and the way 
is ready for that to be followed 
in all degrees. The Atomic 
mind inauguration is now to 
be the persistency of being, 
where ACTION and LIGHT 
are the vibronic intensity of the 
rebirth.

For the molecularisation has 
brought all to its Fiery conclu
sion, and soul as a god, is set 
for the activity. For the 
moment, all will seem very 
bare, all being levelled down to 
the raised up Plane value of 
rebirth. AH must be fully 
gathered-in by the Winter 
Solstice, when the final count 
and check is fulfilled. From 
then onwards, will Uranus be 
the Chief Hierarch of activa
tion. and by his Sword of 
MIGHT will every soul be 
flagellated

There will not be any call for 
striking, segregation of beliefs

or religious theories, as all is 
centred in Universal Philosophy. 
The thing is, can Merope take 
the weight of the “Ruling”, 
after such a long period of 
struggle and cmbracemcnL For 
Revelations has been fulfilled, 
and the Road set with the 
River of LIFE flowing freely, 
for the inauguration with Nep
tune, as the mighty wealth to 
be achieved.

This is where all Hydrogen 
must become Light, for Protons, 
Neutrons and Electrons are the 
three wave-lengths of electrical 
current. These when united by 
a single Divine Thought Vibra
tion, become Atomic Seeds 
powerful and sensitive enough 
to receive and re-transmit the 
Royal Divine Voice of the 
Fatherhood.

Therefore, what was dispers
ed in its rebirth, is now being 
joined up as molecules that 
have been reborn. For as Wis
dom drips from the Pituitary of 
(he Scapegoat, another molecule 
as a Theocratic Point of Truth 
is established. That which will 
eventually lead the whole of the 
molecular unification into be
coming the Atomic FACE.

The whole of (be Molecular 
unification therefore becomes 
as the Atomic FACE of the 
soul through conscious belief. 
Whereby, through the asplra- 
tional relativity Infused, via the 
Divine Breath, will the God 
revolving ratio within the 
bloodstream, blend all of the 
soul's cUteric mind into glori
fied LIGHT.

A Divine source as polarised 
wealth making its way towards 
the Supreme Central Sun Mag
nificence This alone declares 
the mortal endurance of 
Merope, for she is now born 
of Central Son Immortal 
Hierarchial Consciousness. The 
Seed of Neptunian Intelligenda 
Genius that is feeding the 
whole of the World with 
Wisdom, that they can be born 
of Uranian Glory.

Here it must be seen how 
the 'drip from the Pituitary* is 
a molecular source of Divine 
Consciousness of the god's 
unity, through the Wisdom 
offered by Merope. For they 
receive (he obscure wisdom 
first, and then feed the soul 
with its intense wonder drip by 
drip, until (he soul awakens; 
for the molecule is that of 
enceinte sensitivity, reborn 
Neptunian Nymphs.

Yet all being bom by and 
through the Theocratic Con
scious Over-shadowancc of (lie 
soul’s Divine Source awake n-

mcnL Where LIGHT and 
Divine Royalty become the 
radiance of the soul, the Holy 
purpose of LIFE.

For by such the soul gives 
unto the Earth of its unfolding 
LIGHT, the Uranian Glory of 
Fiery sparking Divinity. That 
which was the internal eternal 
spark of the being that left the 
Nebula heights, and which, 
through the "descent** or inves
tigating expansion, merely be
came sensation and not sensi
tivity. Thus fell Into the pit of 
desire, and what should have 
become the risen up MIND 
PLANE, became the water 
plane of deluge.

From there, the soul had to 
create an animal body of form, 
which shut him off from the 
vision of Divinity, and Uranus 
turned into the fire-will of 
Mars. With Neptune ruling the 
depths of the Ocean as the 
Hippocanthus dancing with 
Nereid. Eventually Poseidon 
began the search for wisdom 
with Amphitrite as bis mistress, 
but no one being able to find 
the Christos Glory until Mer
ope rose up the Planes and 
reinstated Neptune back onto 
the heights, as the Royal Glory 
of Hierarchial Wisdom.

*  *  +

THE Uranian Glory that b  
striking the Earth at the 

present moment is touching

every one with its Internal 
Beauty. No man is going to be 
missed, but as to whether he is 
‘born Into Life* lies entirely 
with him. He is either going to 
be bora into life through seek
ing the Word to find 'the way 
ahead', or he is merely going 
to take the Inflowing Fire and 
become lost.

It is a very treacherous 
moment, and one that will 
require all the help and guid
ance possible. This Is why the 
Word must go forth with all 
strength, and is why Merope is 
sending forth Word after Word 
to try and awaken man out of 
the darkness that Is holding 
him.

T he C losing P ra yer
G R E A T D IV IN E  ONE

We seek that Thy Inflowing 
Depths shall be able to pene
trate into the heart o f  every 
soul who opens up their being 
towards Thee, that Thv Internal 
Glory, Thy very Seed, Thy in- 
fusive Wonders, shall become 
their holy fire ; that they shall 
awaken, and the Bull dance 
with the radiance o f the Sun 
between his horns. We ask Thy 
Blessing upon the Word that 
has been given forth tonight, 
and that in its polarisation, its 
Holy Truth will now blossom 
Into the Glory o f the God-born 
soul. Amen.

ORION VALOUR
Concluded from page 7

The purily of the Seed is 
now the guarantee of the 
Uranian Cosmic Orion bearing, 
as the full Positive might of 
the beatitude of the ever be
coming LIGHT. Thus only by 
thought, belief and divine pur
pose, can the Seed be worthy 
of the Uranian might demand
ed of it.

This brings unto the soul 
the unfolding Commissure, the 
Flowering FACE of Divinity. 
Then once the Atomic Com
missure has begun to transit its 
wealth as Atom to Atom 
involvement, the Great Hlerar- 
chial Lord of Scorpio becomes 
bora of Atomic sensitivity.

For only of what a man 
becomes, does the Great One

C oncluded from
previous page

Tansy was regarded with 
such delicate possibility that 
Clare wrote the following poem 
to iu  beauty . . .

Fragrant the Tansy breathing 
from the meadows,

As the west wind bows down 
the tong green grass;

Now dark now golden, as the 
floating shadows

Of the light clouds pass, as 
they were wont to pass

A long while ago!
And. golden rods, and Tansy 

running high
Thai o’er the pale top smiled 

on passers by.
Tansy was derived from the 

Greek word A than* ton, mean
ing immortal, and has been 
dedicated to the Virgin Mary, 
but one can understand (his, 
in ft bring ruled by Venus. This 
fa moat applicable to the pres
ent boar, aa Venae haa Just 
entered into the orb of the Sun 
in the C ‘onfiguratory Inavgura- • 
bon.

Nest month we wdj drive 
>nu> the wonders of Thyme, j 
»nd d»*covrr how 7 irtiy and 
Chyme can hr used jointly for 
many bcnobcal uses.

manifest as his Over-shadow- 
ance and internal enceinte 
Sperming. Hence it is the 
Scapegoat who sets the pace, 
for as they so be, docs the 
Prototype become set, and the 
Waveband swings across the 
Harp Strings of the Arc.

This is octavial risen selec
tive Breath, as that of the 
Orion wealth might of the 
Atom p articulatory Principle 
of the Atomic FACE of 
Divine Husbandry. Where the 
soul brings into birth Us on- 
folding genius of thought.

For all is now the participat
ing of the cosmic conscious 
reality, as all men receive the 
mortuary meal of Atomic re
percussion. That of relativity’s 
Uranian reassessment of Divine 
invocation. For out of the 
mouth of the Atomic babe, 
come forth truths only known 
to the sincere of purpose.

For as the soul so rises, will

J O H N  M. W A T K I N S
21 Cecil Court 
Charing X  Rd. 

London, W.C.2.
A wide selection o f books on
MYSTICISM, EASTERN 

WISDOM, etc.
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there pour forth the immacu
late Breath of the Etheric 
reborn compassional nurtured 
equivalent of Merope’s full 
Atomic trodden inborn depths. 
But now as the Orion Warrior9s 
Cosmic depths, does man res
pond in a God Supreme 
humility, through Uranian as- 
ptrational pitch-blended unifi
cation.

Here we see for the first 
time, the Power of Hierarchial 
Supremacy, for as a man so 
sups from Their table, is he 
able to walk abroad and de
clare of Their remotest of 
wisdom. As he delivers one 
Cosmic depth after another, 
the Waveband swings back 
and forth, plucking the cosmic 
strings of the untuned harp, 
swinging the octaves into per
fected rhythm.

This is the Supreme sacri
ficial return as the rebirth of 
the Solar Central Sun Sperm
ing, whereby all the Intelligen- 
cia has become the attuned 
Breath of the Divine Over- 
shadowancc. For as one soul 
gives unto the Almighty Pow
ers of the Ethers the Power of 
Mind action, they are given the 
Power of man to act and 
create, yea, a millionfold.

Hence one soul alone is 
needed ; then when the sacri
fice for it to be fulfilled has 
been enacted, the whole of the 
vibrations of heaven and earth 
are changed permanently. This 
in its minutest degree, is the 
Power of Supreme elevated 
enceinte intuitional perceiving, 
that of the Theocratic Prin
ciple of Divine Compensation. 
But in its full context of 
Cosmical Molecular Unifica
tion. the Mighty Powers of 
Divinity.

(So as you are able to bring 
everything up to the pinnacle 
point of divine belief, are you 
manifesting the Power of 
Divinity. Divinity is not a 
m an; Divinity is the Supreme 
Depths of the FIRE manifest
ing through your mind as a 
conscious reality, when you 
can bring it to a supreme point 
of Truth).

Now for the first time, the 
awakened sensitivity, through 
the mind of a Scapegoat, has 
reached the Supreme Core of 
the Hierarchial inspirational 
nicocrstfc Void. With the 
Divms Cause of (he Heavens,

now able to adjust the Law 
and Will of Creation, through 
ONE soul giving unto the 
Divine LAW, the Direction of 
Inauguration. This is that of 
the Virgin creating the Divine 
rehabilitating Vortex of Divine 
Etymological unification of the 
Void, in that of Royal Theo
cratic Enceinte Sensitivity.

She has awakened by Divine 
realisation, to the Glory of 
the Divine Cause, and set into 
motion Laws and Causes, com
pletely unknown to man. Now 
Divine LIGHT has become 
Pitch-blendcd Hierarchial be
lief, that of the Octavial Ful
ness of the Central Sun 
Begotten, whereby the Glory 
and Power of the Heavens and 
Earth are now manifesting 
through the Direction of 
Matter.

Here is the Atomic LIGHT 
of the Divine Solstice of the 
Atomic Over-shadowing Arc . . .

. . .  the compulsory maietterial 
Virtue of the Sun in Scorpio, 
through Lhc acquirement of the 
first-house Neptunian unfold- 
ment, which Pitch-blendes 
these Laws for Eternity.

★  ★  ★

WHAT you have been given 
tonight (f the real depth, 

for the first time, of Divine 
Manifestation. Only if you 
have been able to come away 
from old ideas, old religious 
states, and truly seen Divinity 
aa the internal manifestation 
of *Firc\ will y ou be able to 
value the depth which this 
lecture offers yon.

It (a a simple comprehension 
of the Word that fat necessary, 
bring able to embrace its in

ternal Glory, whereby the 
whole of your being is directed 
to a one-pointed purpose. It is 
no good you doing this only 
for the moment, or when it so 
pleases you, but the whole of 
your being directed to  bringing 
into birth this internal glory 
that now pervades the whole 
of your being. Every soul is 
bora of this, but Merope has 
awakened to  IL Now, bow 
many of you are going to 
awaken to it also, and bring 
into birth the Glory of the 
FACE!

There is a depth there which 
1 have tried to inject Into you, 
but only you can awaken to 
its Royal Message. The Mess
age of this Lecture, if not seen, 
and not adopted, and lost, will 
prevail you from seeing the 
depth that follows-on in the 
Lectures to come. This Is a 
very crucial Lecture, and holds 
an important Message for the 
true unfolding soul.

T he C losing P ra yer
G REAT D IV IN E H O LY ONE
We seek o f Thy Blessing upon 
all that has been said and done, 
that this Word will go out on
to the maelstrom, and that U 
will stir, but in an unknown 
way, the hearts o f many ; that 
they will awaken to their own 
comfortable position o f life, 
and do what they can to right 
the World in its darkness. We 
seek to draw forth of Thy Holy 
Creation, and manifest it,— not 
just in word, but by Irving it, 
— forgetting seif, and radiating 
the Glories o f Thy Being.

We seek that not only should 
this go forth, but that those 
gathered here from the Great 
Worlds and Planes o f the 
Ethers shall now perceive the 
horrors o f the depths and begin 
a New Inflow of Strength and 
Determination to bring about 
the 'Change* whereby to break 
down the hearts o f the evil 
ones. And those who hare 
come up from the lower planes 
aiul stand afar, they too can 
begin their task in this direc
tion, for every man has an 
opportunity o f  Service wher
ever he b e ; thereby bringing 
New Thought and New Life 
ere this year closes Its portalt.

AMEN,
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IM .M M M tA
C o n tin u e d  f ro m  (h e  buck p ag e

But Fvc was tempted, Pm- 
d o n  waf n o t : ihc former was 
actuated by noble inxilnct, tbc 
love of knowledge, while the 
latter merely by vulgar female 
curiosity added competition 
unto the fire. Thus the depth to 
be revealed a  that /c u t  tent 
Pandora, the feminine fructify* 
mg principle to Prometheut 
with all the evils enclosed in a 
vessel, vaacolo, and when Pm 
metheux refuted to receive her. 
the went to Fpimcthent wbo 
set alight to It and all flared 
up. and began to rite from the 
athev at the ordained creation 
the gods had hoped for.

Pandora who teem* to have 
begun to moch for mankind/ - 
though he may not think ao,— 
remaim very much a mystery* 
for rf it one of those myths 
that hat never been enlarged 
upon like to manv others Hurt 
she certainly w»« under the 
instruction of Hephaestus who 
it the god of Are, tbc son of 
Zeus and Hera, Spirit and 
earth, expansion and matter. 
So »t behoves us now to enquire 
into (hn greater mystery.

The mystery attached to 
Hephaestus is the fact that he 
had no father and Chat Hera 
gave birth to him independent 
of Zeus: this was because she 
was jealous of Zeus having 
given birth to Athena (wisdom) 
independent of her. Thus 
Hephaestus sprang forth from 
the thigh of Hera (the thigh of 
earth) as knowledge, and being 
for a long time kept in ignor
ance of his parentage (purpose) 
he at length had recourse to a 
stratagem for the purpose of 
finding rt out (action).

So he constructed a chair to 
which (hose who sat upon it 
were fastened, and having thus 
entrapped Hera, he refused to 
allow her to rise until she had 
told him who his parents were 
He put her into ''pregnancy" 
through heat, and brought to 
earth life, which became as 
magnetic fire, the lunar influ
ence of seduction

Hephaestus a  the god of fire, 
especially insofar as it mani
fests itself as a power of 
physical nature in volcanic 
districts, generation, and is in
dispensable in arts and wiles. 
Thus fire is the breath of 
Hephaestus, and is synonymous 
with fire ; the activity of ex 
panuon and action causing 
one friction to produce another 
in response, that together pro
duce a third *. while the further* 
ancr of this myth reveals much 
to unravel of (his mystery.

(So what goes up from the 
base draws down the friction 
from the heights and produces 
a third, which is of mind, air . 
and as it becomes sparked off. 
so it rises up as light to the 
heights).

The legend states that as a 
flame arises out of a little 
spark, so the god of fire was 
delicate and weakly from hts 
birth, for which reason he was 
moch dud died by hit mother, 
and to such ao extent that she 
wished to get rid of h im : 
therefore dropped him from 
the Olympian heights ; (he had 
to go down again).

Hut the murine divinities, 
Thetis and f.uryoomc as the 
womb, took the CAUSK as 
ache, pain and distress, and 
with water nourished it in their 
grotto lor rune years surround 
cd by Occanut (life), making 
for (hem many ornaments Or 
contributions as air filled with 
f net-ortous creations rn the 
form of n/trogrmc gas, bacteria, 
pollen and many other friction 
m i molecules in (he form of 
Memory, states foregone, de
siring rebirth. Tint Which whs 
seeking to become unto the 
present in knowing WHY. 
IStates of the waters were con • 
tmuafly being frjcooned into 
action by the fire as it dropped 
down into its mtdtO.

The latter accounts for the 
th i i r, for rt t a a  daring (hat 
period that Hephaeafoi made

the gulden chair to punish hn 
mother fur he/ want of db i 
lion and whom he would fw»i 
release till he wes prevailed 
upon by Dionysus (flu Solar- 
god) Trie solar essence Which 
she learnt through Zeus to 
bring to light, released her 
from her agony.

Dus naturally indicates an 
action of another presence that 
is continually moving. Whether 
forward, round or up, but 
never hatkwards This is the

I AW as the Unseen Presence 
bringing action as Cause in 
ache and pain, that man could 
live and manifest as a practical 
creation. Thus IT agitated and 
shot forth into flame and w*»- 
horn as 11' fastened onto a 
third (Airi and produced a 
fourth at light as mind com
prehension

Although Hephaestus re
membered the cruelly of Ills 
mother, be was always kind 
and obedient towards her, for 
she was his Sponsor and bis 
Spouse, While she was quarrell
ing with Zeus which mused Ids 
rebirth, he took her part and 
thereby offended bis father so 
much that he seized him by the 
leg (action) and hurled him 
down from Olympus, (So after 
every action that was made 
there was a drop to earth).

Ife was a whole dev falling, 
hot in the evening he camr 
down In the Id and of l>emnn« 
where he was received kindly 
by the Sbutari*. This la the 
Moving Tesentr of life  frett
ing and fuming In the Womh 
of Metier, tmd as friction 
demanding fight Unit hr could 
lire as a fanglhl# creation, 
th is  gave him rvpandon lit 
the form of energy which 
herein# Will and Purpose t 
arid In that flay of Palling was 
horn In potential earth as

M VIN O  f AW i N ...  „Mr. 
life  In a purpose lit live. 

Perhaps here a t  ran ,«
pOUIld a U* • p* f »#f»#f» r«.f
of i In nifsfcfhms fall hitrr 
matter. O oo  upon a thro man 
had m  f IMP | Hu »r W0i no 
need for time, for man was not 
complete. Slowly his sensing 
Was coming Into htrfli through 
form i thus what was as splrll 
had now to heionie #• MA N | 
the establishment of a king
dom. All was tredr for lh* 
final entry of the gods or 
elcmcnle, when Ihc soul would 
l*c fired into prndiu lug mind 
of a prarfltal nature.

This demanded Ihc element 
of FIre to descend, when 
generation would begin that 
would produce Ite-gcnernthni, 
this was not n matter of one 
thrust and nil whs there, hul 
aeons of time making Ms way 
Into (lie Inert mass Unit had 
not formed through Its obscur
ity from the heights It had 
left. This owiihened within Ihr 
forming creature the final 
sensing of desire « a creature 
formed from Ihc slurry heights.

This brought into being n 
creation of n lunar Intensity 
which mily perceived the sm 
ses on (lie emotional plane | 
hut the path destined for the 
soul was tin■ flolafj anil until 
this was formed within the 
soul all would he on tbr lower 
plane Of eiprrsslnn, slowly m- 
noomlng and divorcing the 
higher. The cortral Fall had 
taken place and the fire-god 
had fallen Into the depths.

Spiritual Perception 
and Expansion

I Ml Was (lie rind for order 
and lime whereby die WJuI 

could keep In rune with Ihc 
(Oidv, dial lie i (Mihl i VrfdU'dlv 
i irate the sun god within Ids 
own manltestation At ill*- pi»' 
sent all wns dstk »ud on!; 
Unify and lunar Ugh! wn* ptl 
VP iling . i'll snlar I M illion had

(IIAIfS* O f NON-FXFANBION
UOW  that tin? Theocratic Lawi have been ta lly  iilabllsfiid by 
™ Mere pc, ne men will be eble to steal lh« Fir* of Divinity in i  
m i if ter hie ewn desires. It  he seeks te do (hit, he will find to 
hie eerrow  that he h it chained himtrl! firmly to the Iflf-sreated 
termentf el hit ewn depths, where he, by H|y reluiel to expand 
end create anew, will gradually briny shout hie ewn tell* 
ie eU u tilen . lucb i« (he Law. but what a cad woile oI divins 
peealbllitiM, which could hava been bfateemed Into cuprewe Mold 
•f fierel Centclouentift, ir the ioui had only submitted hi* will to 
the Higher Power*, and served them in true OHen l(lenoer«tii|« 
(tee teat an the beck gage, cel, 1).

H i

? 7 Vir- Mind DrtH'hfpnH'itt (J wm /
A | /  At / /  Week < /, , rrev ot d (" y f  M "  (,
7  I v  */" '• '* *"  f nnl (miffI her \f,ti l'll A f W  fo rr/sg w o a  ^ 
V f //HI ni the Iftofof# //.( / 4  rp "  ("/ W>/"- ( H •/ V
6  ar m for ohm i M  mfnuO t then $mh *H*9 katofhHuaUp {)
7 liflft'il i t  //?/. tp n i ntul fifriefHiP** hie 0 f her ffimlilft T/,/  '
/  ttotifH  ton /»>(/<. r/ir/w rt/nrbf t //n ifihkr Z
ft rt Hr nil r/n // „//,/ r/iow ton for trwar * * *  'o '/
A . urn! link in emit wetk of (he lime efdifO their n*.„ y  
[  /,. „. /m en d  In n Spnlul (hmh for thl* tmrpnet fh ,  ^a yrr c* v ............
7 euhferit for t firuenir/ithni t 
V t)ef, iaJ ( funpoeelnthti

t
Urtinrh*UiH ik  rrcrr/ji

/. tu t .  Huh /(uprfrnlrif 
7  r// r t/lh  /Jl\'lrr 6
f  (h i, )4th fir horn O/nry

fth  Me nettle tie
Noe Mill U filndnhitl j  

hrhiffh  y
( in  lUitlllillltm Noe 7lei /  hrm fntif )

Mynfheeti ft

V(t( t, (In  f  heot mill
Inlerern/lon Noe. JMlh !  oe*

yet app are*j, and «Vi.-uld nt*i def
on nj mef) 1rfougfit It forth end
dnfW the (o- full atoms into
miinlb. tl’lfhiin ■ (1rroughi | |m<

fa< n>io htnfi),
/,'» ii*«» first Croatian wotild !<* 

the litdIM in Vnetting with the 
. i • sffisgs fie had now wirhin
fiiS C lfMilly Of -*.I» i i r i ( fit :
first eslahlishmenl of time 
would he do Interim king of 
these sensrs in unity with 
miller, and would estahllsh a 
creation (fist demanded further 
ihoughi I fils would eventually 
incress# on/il die wlmle twelve 
Odds fi'id been espres«e<f ,iod
manifeiiodi bringing twelve
hours Info Id fill i < ; M enrol ilr 
(in fo lo III# (larkness firfValling. 
bringing iwelv# months Infer 
esiihllsfirnenl. 1 fins the first 
manifestation of |>,»y born from 
Nlgtd (nil of 1 fin o s , m d (It# 
first seeds of the .Holer Atoms 
wer# established, ** rrurvrmenl 
!>e I ween fieipbls and depths.

the first expression of tile 
•lx before full form state of 
ihr seventh, Ihr Horse rrlnir- 
gyating In trlunr -i« (if) second*, 
fill times 6, which will even
tually become firsh tranemuted 
into non-form, Nplrll raised up 
to the heights as the unfolding 
sun-god wlthld the womb of 
oialtef* for (tod la hidden and 
no man knowefh Ids form i 
the silent Child that attains 
"True V dciMi llorus horn In 
the Inner ftencluary which 
represents the quadrennial 
Intercalary IIAV which grows 
up In secret# Thus fh«* Solar 
deity c nine forth, that which 
was Begotten, The llfitsl 
returned as OM with Ifcirut n« 
the divinity of the florae#

Mul unfortunately I'rome 
llicuVs fill from Olyrnpii* r,ni- 
cd tameness, loss of S/riihu d 
pfierpdon nii(l fiery expan*lon, 
and fie relurntd lo hi ptact of 
tarlfi end acted go mediator 
between fils parents On that 
cm imimi fie offered .< vlifi of 
ntvlnr to fil< motfier (I'lixlr), 
wtdie iln other gotta who bursi 
(nil into iirmu-drnita laughter, 
On seeing film busily Imhhllng 
through Olympus from one r<>d 
to miodu i. were really aiding 
Id* possibilities by (heir frtcllori

Hephaestus was ugly and 
slow, owlflg lo (lie wenknese <«• 
Ids leg* (hie in his f'dl into 
yentradon and not Itcgcnp/a 
Don, f«tid ihelr iMihm Ini efisc■ i 
film Into puipfi*# . ihiix awaken 
cd awareness and iletarrhination. 
bo he slowly I»»• him liffil on 
when lit Walked hy artificial 
suppoii- skilfully oihKi- i i (irtjd, 
ffir Dirrnysus m iled <m hi> 
uioHm f. mhJ nis ii i and ih ril 
l'i >Miir vltnng ar#(1 im ii-|ilsr. n-, 
• Native will "tiw /•»(riving MV 
lri| |Mitpo*r frofn (he .N*«lar life 
in inpunse lo Ms struggle, Ihe 

e of die odglnsl t ause
In surveying lids w< t-ao now 

see ( h t 1 »* aPi'Otjl jiUfpose work 
Mg lirrooeh die fird lw fO i on
dm, ilinial signi, with ( ieinlnl, 
(he field of fjif mind, rsgtatafing 
dial iieiny luoiighi into btiili, 
tfifl! wlilifi mini |n o|iic- die
**c live rrl*|rill llifoiigh do its# 
4,t generation jfiio irgeru (siloti, 
die haslr of (he upiataed Iff,

I In f> hur we foil air nil*
^(ruggllng will, tin f-virtbilsfi

mem of the tpfad/etore but
tfisi is what man h • taw  doing 
all ihe days o f M* humeri ere* 
in ,n and when h*r **n real* •* 
that fb# trr-Wti lies m the < rr ,
fiorvcl .<• (iviiy of thp mind, i. 
wifi then kmrw i|, «l frr#tuni »• 
the f’nlr upon who h all >.j*in̂  
and r» /olv< i , fbt huh of fhe 
world to l»c

la Olympus H* ph .r ft,/ fi„ I 
his own palace, imprtnhaMe 
and shMlflg like -lof* this con 
tatned his workshop with anvil 
and twenty heflows. rhev 
worked •nonlaneorrsly «i Mi 
hjd/hny if Is there in 11, i 
rnyslerloiM > o r  gf vnhant' 
mervemem h# tonke* ail y»>» 
beautiful and marvellom #f#ii 
rloos In ihe form of uten\iu ai d 
arms for both gods and men 
lli workers were th# ( ydepo  
preparing western creadon 
ready for rebirth in the spring

I hus fir# *o Horae a* Ihe 
Hroflfes, those who began to 
W a t , the Sierope* as tifantan 
ac don, and P/taemon •« »pirk* 
dial e.o forth, as well as ( had* 
the wife of Hephs^dus/ who 
wa« ihe (irate delighting .n»«i
swellirig mi snm>dahng ihe 
prompting were those svho 
Mllrndrd to hi* Wants and {•• >
formed Ids • nmidus in the ■•oio • 
of time

Unfortunately ( harjs as 
Aphrodite was faithless fo her 
husband, wliefpby die I rojan 
war began where I)Pnnedex w.n 
killed and lhanged into n swan, 
and look fligld a* exirem* 
necessity Inlo »• nrigfitaiurlng 
bland. I hey who lived d»*'» 
slnmned nil other nnllnne, duo 
when he arrived altar* were 
i/ilw,iI in him n i a god, for they 
i oidd «*e that he wax a ..(,-ord 
belief iha( had died a* <% hro*

Hephseslu* is afnong Ihe 
male debta*. for like her he 
gives skill lo mortal u ticu , and 
con totally wllh fier n« wisdom. 
he len<he* men the an* which 
embellish and adorn life. Ihil a* 
Will, he was nevertheless son*
• nived as far inferior in die 
suhllme d n o i  •»» of a the MM. 
for she I wisdom and has had 
temples and festivals created 
and established in her memory.

I htougfi thta, great healing 
powers w o - drawn |o the 
rifl|i, and fi he* arne a* 
I o11liiirtvf earth, ihr spol on 
whlcji Hephaestus had ftllen- 
W" ilimi once fell fit the earth, 
which, tf cultivated Into po»» u
i ii| ii (inn, WOO I, I c ore madness
die Mtrs of *nik<4 and Imru' 
h iiPmi thus all mu priest* of 
Oils god know how fir i no* 
wolinds In til'. l‘ d by kfiakes, o ( 
biles fforn sdrtging < osnfilfi 
(And siuetv b in  you can *rp 
ijini of I " ‘M< nod |t»c Hieal 
wrnfih thnt < ame down into fi'* 
Oildst),

the whole id dils dh^ftafion 
j ii tf ii I1, cull ihe wondeis of dir 
| (li|y tifi* whUfi man i»a« n,,f 
yrl fi old fo trverenre. bu dir 
fe*si*n nt d" r|usdiafiitt *’*
mailer is • fill his problem and
the devolution iMfi he In- f • •
rounding for I bhf«' veat* 
(nevci making any nlle/fipf 
false lli« firel

HephaealfM do lire  g«’.l 
ha* inaor thhip* itlaled *4* 
Idru a* PiiUltrlhrM*, vet (h i» 
most not hr luriffMiudcil, 11,1
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Hephaestus is fire and Prome
theus is the action, while 
Prometheus is set aside when 
the former enters upon his 
functions. It can only be 
Prometheus who assists at the 
birth of Athena, for Hephaes
tus as the son of Hera was not 
yet really born into life, being 
that which Prometheus was 
bringing into birth.

Hephaestus the Solar force 
as fire and life, is the life-force 
of all human beings, and with
out such none could live; 
therefore all must abide by his 
laws. His ruling is expansion 
and not retention, which has 
been man's attitude towards 
Ufe and its mode of creation. 
Having taken the fire and 
made it their means of strength, 
man has sought to live his way 
by using the solar force in a 
watery creation of emotional 
stimulation as states of desire 
and not vibratory action of 
expansion and evolution. Thus 
Ufe and its REAL purpose has 
never yet been truly examined 
or exploited; therefore what 
is the real purpose and journey 
of man’s emoUons ?

The force of life so sadly and 
badly prostituted is LIFE, which 
as the solar force as Fire must 
be created into actions of move
ment as Time, both Cosmic and 
human. Yet actions that still 
require measure and direction, 
for man does not realise the 
importance of bringing this fire 
to its fullest potentiality; thus 
seeking for its purpose and 
possibility, including its future 
action on a mind plane creation.

Without this inter-penetration 
man will be lost, for he is not 
drawing into his being the solar 
force in the way he should do, 
to find vitality and life ; but 
merely letting the fire remain as 
human waters of desire. This is 
what has been a source of error 
so long established with the 
soul as sex-fire creation.

The fire that was reduced to 
liquid, but never up-raised into 
moist-air that produced mind- 
air. This to be taken and woven 
into thought creation through 
experiences that become the 
outcome of day and night, birth 
and death, purpose and destruc
tion, and Rebirth.

The solar fire penetrates the 
earth and as absorbed by man 
as magnetic fire that he must 
make electrical, but as to how 
to make that next move and 
action, is entirely lost upon 
him. This in its alchemicalisa- 
tion becomes the turgid waters 
of generation and rebirth, but 
with yet a greater purpose of 
Mind creation. Thus this is the 
wisdom that man must investi
gate, for unless he does, and 
sees the gigantic error he has 
been guilty of for so long, he 
will never reform and re
imburse his actions.

Man just lives, consequently 
he is not spinning the Fire as 
he should be doing, but merely 
becoming drunken by his inun
dation into the waters of 
being, and flooding the earth 
with errors and disease. It is 
this as wisdom, which has 
never yet been investigated, 
that man turns to fear at the 
slightest suggestion that he 
should bring it to a state of 
conscious fortification. A state 
of expansion on another plane 
of expression, for he does not 
realise that that is what LIFE 
is waiting for, EVOLUTION.

The Etheric 
Vibratory Revolution

LIFE has been sadly involved 
and degenerated, that now, 

the mere thought of being told 
to spin up the solar fires into 
creative action and not lunar 
desires, causes many to turn 
this wisdom flatly down, and 
is out of the question with the 
majority. This is the ERROR of

man in his creative journey : he 
has become “jammed** and 
stemmed; hence life for the 
time has stopped, and man 
merely exists. The fires have 
been brought down to their 
lowest capacity, and no solar 
flame ever exists, thus he turns 
to drugs and stimulants.

The fourth dimension is only 
being produced on the emotion
al plane and not driven onto its 
ariel flight as fiery rebirth. The 
world is still in a state of mud 
and water with burnt rock fast 
accruing, and not a rich world 
of forests and trees of fruit and 
nourishment.

This is what man has to learn 
upon this unfolding of Equinox 
creation, for what he has learnt 
by experience is dwindling fast, 
and very soon a state of derelic
tion is going to be proclaimed, 
even though man declares he 
has ivory towers, brazen forts

and castles of aquamarine 
beauty, which still linger in his 
mind from Ages long past. 
These may have been, but their 
harvest is well depleted and 
turning to mere mud and water.

Lunar emotional waters are 
still persistently being retained 
as Hera accepts and Dionysus 
squanders : calendars are sadly 
out of balance, and all fast 
growing into humid swamps, 
turgid with disease and death. 
Thus this is life as man has 
created i t ; this and no further.

So unless man seeks into the 
wisdom of the real solar force, 
and into the mode of creative 
purpose he has adopted, life 
will stop in the way man has 
known, for he will be without 
the necessary resources. Life 
as electrical mind stimulus 
comes from solar rebound as 
the fire of Hephaestus brought 
to a creative issue. Purpose, 
virility, mind-action, will, 
direction, construction and des
truction are all derived from 
this force when brought to its 
correct vibratory revolution.

But man finds it difficult to 
accept that the solar force is 
the Fire-god; that received as 
life in the cosmic rays that 
must be raised up as virility by 
energy and purpose. Man can
not see this, nor even accept it, 
for he cannot see that he is 
the sponsor for the raised 
creation of life that brings 
light and evolution to the 
whole cosmos. This he must do 
by withdrawing from what he 
is in, in his present 'swampy* 
state, and become of a new 
plane of expression.

To become as a redeemed 
creature by a mode of reaction 
through sacrifice of those states 
that keep him to a watery and 
earthy plane of desire. This he 
must do by raising up those 
states that Hephaestus has 
been seeking to raise man 
from, many equinoxes ag o ; 
thus bring himself to a plane 
of virility that will produce the 
mind comprehension that is 
the spinning bub result, that 
set into operation long before 
man could ever think or com
prehend of what lay ahead as 
his future.

If man could only look into 
his post, down that thread of 
spinning life, be would find 
many mysteries that can be 
revealed, for Prometheus is 
more ancient than Vulcan, and

THE DYING SPIRIT

the very torch-races that man 
competes in today were origi
nated in the honour of Athena 
and Prometheus; while Hep
haestus, on seeing the purpose 
of such honours, added unto 
by intensifying the fires that 
Prometheus could win his 
laurels. Though it was not 
without some guile that he 
brought forth of such, for he 
foresaw the results that could 
come into birth if all was 
activated the way he would 
wish : man is so fickle.

But to understand Hephaestus 
clearly in his motives, it must be 
seen that he is connected with 
the embryo of time which devel
oped into hours and days, and 
forced itself in recognition upon 
Athena : there she became re
lated to Hephaestus, though he 
could literally claim all, being 
who and what he is. But the 
story that Hephaestus was cast 
out by his mother, has often 
caused many to question the 
integrity of the legend. It only 
required the depth to be re
vealed and the real purport of 
the mystery is made clear.

Hera had a number of hours 
that belonged to her that she 
refused to own because they did 
not make a day (the 6 Horae); 
but that does not alter the fact 
that she was not in harmony 
with the calendar of the gods, 
and when her festival arrived 
she was sadly at fault She cast 
out of those hours because she 
did not know how to arrange 
them, and this was the casting 
out of Hephaestus by her. for 
he was the fire she was dis
owning. (So coming down to 
Scorpio are the Fires of the 
Horae from that channel once 
drawn in).

When her second festival 
came round she found twenty- 
six hours at fault, thus re
arranged her days with two 
days redundant By this she 
restored the child, or better still 
the fire; therefore it took 
twenty-four Daedala festivals 
before the fire-god could be in 
step with the gods. This caused 
his lameness for he was not 
able to resurrect the past crea
tion into his pattern of life.

The same applies to man who 
allows the days to slide past, 
and then decides to place all 
into his life. He cannot just 
accept the gods on and off as 
he so feels inclined ; he must 
either honour their plans or 
stay outside of their category 
of blessings.

In his labours he was greatly 
assisted by the Cyclopes, those 
who possessed of only one eye, 
yet to become the wealth of

man when he knew how to 
capture of that wealth through 
the aid of the fire that 
Hephaestus could render unto 
him. Through the power of 
these gods who had linking with 
men, the fire-god enforced his 
vengeance upon Hera who be
came as Juno in her greater 
capacity of magnetic resuscita
tion, and would not disenthral 
her from the throne of gold 
until she promised to find him 
a wife among the heavenly 
conclave.

His desires were fixed on 
Minerva, the goddess of Wis
dom who laughed his suit to 
scorn. Then Juno tried to press 
her son upon Venus, whose 
power was already established 
at the celestial court The 
beautiful goddess shuddered 
with horror, and with all the 
entreaties of the mother, it was 
of no avail. In fact it ended up 
with the goddess growing pale 
and losing all her power of life 
and beauty.

But destiny intervened and 
pronounced the decree, and the 
most beautiful of goddesses was 
united to the most unsightly of 
gods. (So Venus and Mars 
were married). Therefore during 
the festival the altar of Hymen 
received all the offerings. This 
resulted in disaster, for an im
proper liaison between Mars the 
god of War, and Venus the 
goddess of Love, was soon in 
progress.

Naturally this holds some 
form of instruction for the 
human that would be the basic 
cause of such being created as 
a theme of vibratory action. 
Although vou will see it in the 
light of what has been, there 
is always n seed formation of 
something which has not yet

made itself manifest
It is obvious Venus has some 

connection with the seven cer
vical bones that hold the sphere 
of life supported, for being the 
ruler of Taurus who guards the 
fifth Chakra, she must be the 
feminine attribute that brings 
about the generation.

Here was Hephaestus the god 
of fire being allianced to her, 
and the power going to the 
Altar of Hymen ; then surely, 
as the glands situated in the 
scrotum of the male hold the 
fire of the gods, glands situated 
at the hymen of the female 
hold the same divine force. 
These then represent the cauld
ron where the three witches 
perform their ceremony of the 
Sabbath, and where Venus is 
bathed and prepared and sent 
forth to perform the task of 
expansion as Re-generation 
from the base of the spine to 
the top.

(The hymen in the female is 
a very sacred spot : in the 
virgin it remains in tact; in the 
wedded wife it is broken. Now 
that is where the fire is united 
between the male and the 
female. It is a very scientific 
unity which should be reverenc
ed. When these two are united 
in a perfect way, then the gods 
unite through the two parties in 
peace and love ; when in lust, 
the devils are united, and not 
the gods.

Now when man holds these 
fires and they become his own 
generation of the yod and the 
yoni, then he can bring about 
the springing-up of the fires, 
because he takes those fires 
back into his own creation; 
but if in generation for child, 
only the child can be bom. 
But then, I am bringing you of 
Utopia).

The legendary wisdom of the 
performance of pubescence 
performed by the old mother 
upon the young bride before 
her entry into wedlock, was 
not a literal recording but the 
mysterious preparation of the 
hymen of the cerebellum, that 
the fire of the gods could 
interpenetrate and fertilise the 
womb of the past.

Both that below and that 
above held unity in both male 
and female, but either to the 
ceremony performed. Man has 
not only sadly lost his memory, 
but also has failed to record 
that which can help him to 
find bis way through the 
present density of life.

The works of Hephaestus 
we will continue in our next 
investigation, for there is such 
a great wisdom to bring to 
mankind of the dying swan, 
the lost spirit.

(See plate on this page)
Only by understanding thk 

deeply and finding within 
yourself the inner urge to raise 
these fires up to their true 
propensity and royalty will 
you find that royalty of mind 
and past wisdom that can give 
you the very depths of these 
myths, because these myths are 
giving unto man his lost heri
tage, his lost royalty.

Seek deeply into this, as it is 
but the beginning of a greater 
depth that I am bringing to 
you. Once you can understand 
the royalty of the fire, then 
you have the key to all the 
legends and myths that are to 
come to you in the future.

Man has much to learn, 
much to grieve over and for 
which to ask forgiveness, for 
when he can realise the great 
depth of the creative force of 
nature, then he will realise 
what Ues at his own door, not 
only to raise himself op onto 
greater heights, but also those 
creations that lie beneath h im : 
they are bis responsibility as 
well.

U fH IL E  man continues to ravage the Fire, there can be no rising Spirit, no elevated thoughts and 
■" beliefs, no joyous union with Divinity. Thus all remains buried under the mud and rock 
creations of the soul, with the Spirit left without sustenance in the abyss, a helpless victim of the 
dense suffocating fumes of the soul’s uncontrolled animal desires. (See text in col. 5).
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THE H E A L I N G  COLUMN
GREAT DIVINE ONE

M JK /B  desk Thy V is iting  Upon tft€Sd rhiUL 
Y y  r*n, that they Uio uHU uv'oktn out. of 

itri»r d/jrknt*** that th a if < he ̂ rury *•, 
mind* ‘til l  ttt. the Light, w l  lh/lt they j  ,U 
take unto the motive* their oxt n pOOtwUUlad, 
We lea re them in Thy hand*.

Amen*
Chart 1650

ML P„ P a i n .
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Chon . aa tj$k mrb%w be bm  
to braid 0m too aeepeme. M i 
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mad yet mode way ulUmpt to  
a m t tadhafbag H ytbf. go t yam 
bare baadt op aw noowaame 
j i t a ia t a  ad wtdaia
yam barea got to  w t la d  anotUm 
ma ta w  me p***bda .

Y o m  5n*tor« r, fh* 7fh 
lo v ic  exodd be m g dolma id  
dcpttmamrii bid  dm aa beuur<* 
you m e rod f*dt*>% wrto 
i rpetwta** what yog eaataat back 
vr d o : d bkwayt tend e m  0 m  may4 and tie. wadi met dria^« 
tcrtddd fda td  depreaeom. feed' 
dig 0tad ~lf at abuAidely Xerpe* 
t o r n f a d  n ew  Hr *Mc to  
do werytAoaf

n v l l

t o u t  yom m e t*A *Mc to 
carry omt 0m ntm y  Ph\u%\ you 
want to  do 4 mod twenty thtm& io  
hkc that fate op rnOan yob. 
but ordy bet*wee yog m e not 
oofeddxj* yo m  m ead  aa you  
daotdd  do

Thra maternal damofd woadd 
ikbOtomdy hare a  S u ed  udluea- 
ce upon Che netvtmm arydom*. 
o a  us*id Gt apeeddy faoUdmd 
4  you w*odd ready get down 
to  acme hmd atudf *tuA t o n  
Uj pm  ado opnaXum that
•*i. <i. t frj van* b t d  to do, 
To r 4  yam d m  mg d m  per rod, 
h o w e m , i would atrongfy 
reton*nc*id (mr metro pdta or 
betbk. whet. wM bemedt you  
cteaaaderakdy.

Yearn Moon m 0te tab bourn 
m  Loo mdataUa that you undd  
he eery aimmdrdfhk, mod vaadd 
he sr* » V i w«ydd refute %o 
roe may nQaet pood td  ro w  
d M  yearn aa—n However. 1 
am hoping dtaa la out 0w ta r t, 
ro d m  i  can ready try to  talk 
to  yom amd mak e  yom roe Che 
woponanct ed ooimadtog 0 at 
ofmdom.

Ow e yoa toedd gat the who 
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m eomacbuwm awmremem, amd yam 
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haf th t i |
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VLett id  *ddt**t tu%, yd/K h >• 
'j'j.'ttc different to What a% 
fVAUtsad o l >i '■ a*/d ly.- \ <p, 
atm you U> w doaeodt to hri/ig 
m Ix/ut that ‘ah*fige a t aoratt aa 
you puectHy u n  

fi woutd to  wtee 0  you  
aoutd a l t /  lafur mw<» id  out 
wunda and Otmnob lie aiding 
pffk, heasmae, fatalfag m»med 
tbfirugb the *h*nge *d lift tuA 
•at very knag ago, there k  need 
Uo a t m  'tUmwdwg kale madly4. 
T laar Mar plfk ruadMlat w*in* 
marveMama bertt* w h irl nM  
kelp you to  bad Ik* eattm 
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need, tor your Mar* hairrf In 
Yktee would 0** you  11m
Umdrmry to tpot <dl unfit 
Unnirtrow wkat yam eon 4aa 
today4. I k k  ft eery ar*m0 y 
aeatbed with yim , and you  
deould at all tun+e try to 

tbh .
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He brooytA damn from ti*. a.in 
Xanaae araUt Che 2ftd. a t that fht 
Hull every toad hong 0 *  hull

can Ctke (he V a4  *nd drive
ft up  (he t p d i l  iudomn *%
'vouaUaa aaf0, chatiyang the t i tle  
o f ftervoue vriwabon.

Yoiaa (.luari inductee f  COPk 
dtuon ad 'm fancy id  actum' 
more than atayfbarag d m , an 
ut gonty Which m*rat ha w*a. 
rn tarom to  avoid any difftcuG 
Ur.\ later on.

fvt) do try and bring a iratih' 
ptete change tn 0h  whole id  
yfnja im dotA . and endeavour 
a t much aa you tan , to  uver* 
u m  *. 0*%e via (** n f her etnas 
despondency irr turnmg Ut the 
wardoru.

Here f cotta  H>cl again Ur 
our blue pitta, 0 a  herbal out* 
•M'li id  winch n.U help Uj tom  
up ,'aut vihtsUrana, particularly 
id  u»c mend, fwiping you  Ua 
catoa out id  M e Uth*rgy WtiH h 
you windd k  iitiUned Ua fall mto.

Y o u  cratdd make t  very (e*  
'hamlet', with V iry / m the 
t-tyhta and keotpao opaan 0+ 
Auendarat. A tl depends up</i 
you hui aga m. don't lei 
%*forn catty you ilinvn trrUj 
0 a  dupOn. +nd dodiiry your 
ouCroa

It ba mot vatty  lor a woman 
Ua wemr (ht gpamraat ad httarpUt. 
aa it la rofbety a mat* afftrtt* 
Horn, *o tka tardy thirty ha bai 
1b* wurotoa Ua ttanm u  y «4  
five4,  that k , tkaoUJog be r 
tr  minim ***** frt Mate* lt d  
mamUbmr ptaWhr etwta*. f id a 
la Itm e lta L  amd ft d t  a r t  
bemd ed d r  Yaga rauilaptab. 
w kob 0 *  cord m t l ftht a t b  
0rey ward Ua adopt d r  f'tlhte*
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You ready roedd do god* u
lot aaftch yom  f  km r, CrU t i , if 
you wogld wolf adow yaammli 
Ua it f t  kow Ua kedd lL If I 
toedd tardy eowrbw* ram ad tb* 
htpraltN  e ad det^g fbk, w hirl 
would k* 0atoo0r dht ithfo*

virir, y tto avail id  1k* wlai«m, Hrw/r** #
lWr> f ratify ikrrwli h*?« t o odd#
tM t d  pat t/witwh«r> w h l 
farm, I irr hope 1 baa* 1w*n 
a lia  Ira i t  at.
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tmrlUaf, dam! la* d r d d  to  writ* 
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t mo Ua I r lp  p o t  wHh fiaur 
pfid/tr tat.

C h a r t  1 0 3 9
w Mrs. M. P, f i M O to r
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doaedd h ta t  Antra, *ll Uttugb 
tvldertrty, itl * pf§9Um,  ,fUf
you did milempt Ua U*md Ih* 
wkdaaut inu, Ih> turtb.

*" from Mimtrn ad dtpttmUan 
prabit Ut Ht* fmet Ibml yaattf 
vehiirtavaUmv m)r>4 h  amlhng 
° u1 U*  IrtUb food*, and It 
• W  "u o b  UrUfj t  In tMpen- 
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I .should nay quite definitely 
that in a previous life you had 
Uranus frictioning and dancing.
I don't know if you have got it 
dancing now, but if you have 
not, it is only because religion 
prevented you from really mnk* 
ing the progress you should 
have done, and which finally 
resulted in your Moon going 
down into the 8th house. This 
means that all your personal 
states arc caught up by the 'fire*.

With so much 'fire*, so much 
volume with you, it would 
indicate a hidden state of sex 
that Is causing irritation, for it 
is crying out to be sublimated 
and transmuted Into Wisdom 
and Light. Remember that the 
'fire* is our abundance, and ]ust 
as much in woman as in man, 
and when woman has plenty of 
‘fire* and it dances, she really 
is a joy to know.

Your Virgo on the cusp of 
the 1st house,—which again 
links with the make-up of a 
nun,—is in the decanate of 
Cenlurius. This verifies what I 
have just been saying, for your 
Moon down the Sth house is 
indicating that you have got the 
Centaur right down in the base 
of your roots.

n ,+ .

It will only be by the study 
of wisdom such as that which 
the “Occult Gazette” offers— 
whereby you can indulge in the 
Abstract Teachings—that you 
will be able to 'knock the fund 
legs off the horse* and become 
the 'upright man*. This is very 
essential, but it can only come 
about by you taking of the 
‘mortuary meal*; that is, bury- 
ing-in the old states and bring
ing the new wisdom into birth.

Try to perceive that whereas 
in the past it would have been 
a case of you 'marrying up to 
the Christ*, now you are being 
married up to the Central Sun. 
which is Divinity, the Intelli- 
gencia of the Heavenly Glory ; 
Divine consciousness. This is 
where it has now become 
polarised and unfolded.

Do try to come out of the old 
Gemini influence that is with

you. for it would be very 
inclined to only see everything 
through a logical outlook, with 
a "Well, you prove it first" 
attitude predominating.

Once you can come away 
from this attitude, you will get 
your Uranus dancing and 
sparking, and your mind wing
ing high in arielised flights of 
Neptunian wonders. As you do 
this, you will find that con
siderable changes will take 
place with you, as your internal 
cthcric creations become blend
ed up and reborn into a state 
of unified consciousness.

I would suggest that you take 
such herbs as Mistletoe, Liver
wort and Centaury, for the 
Liverwort and Centaury would 
help the liver, while the Mistle
toe, being the priest's royal 
herb of unfoldment, would also 
benefit you considerably.

C hart 1663
Mr. D. W„ Hove, Sussex.

"Has high blood pressure and 
an excess 0/  calcium in the 
blood which tends to form  
stones in the kidneys

NOW 1 am coming to a Chart 
which is quite the reverse 

to the previous o n e ; whereas 
the first one was 8 positive 
and 2 negative, this Chart is 
2 positive and 8 negative. There 
are 2 Fire triplicities, but no 
Air, which means that you have 
built no mind body friend. This 
is a very difficult thing to cope 
with. You have 4 Water and 4 
Earth, so you are very much 
encumbered with matters of the 
ea rth ; you have not yet 
learned to throw them off.

So your health difficulties 
really are explained by the fact 
that you have allowed yourself 
to get into a 'stoned state* as we 
term it. whereby your vibrations 
have become far too slow. 
You have got to find activity 
of thought, whereby you start 
building up a mind body, but 
you have your Moon in Taurus, 
which represents the Bull refus
ing to plow ; he is refusing to 
sow the Seed, and refusing to 
move. Well, I am afraid you 
have got to get him moving, and 
particularly since you have your 
Sun, the Dragon's head, and 
Mercury in Scorpio.

You have wonderful poten
tials, bat there is no doubt 
about the fact that the state of 
being 'just a dreamer* has been 
with you for a very long time, 
having ultimately driven your 
Uranus down in the 8th bouse 
in Pisces, which adds unlo the 
same difficulty, whereby you 
merely live down in the ‘old 
fire*. Yon are never ‘driving* 
and bringing New Fire into

action. Well, I am afraid that 
is no good ! I should imagine 
that quite a number of those 
who have been poets have their 
Moon in Taurus; in fact 1 
know this is true.

You have evidently studied 
the Myths in the past, because 
you have got Neptune in the 
1st house, and being in Leo it 
is of course in the wisdom of 
the Royal Sign. You would have 
been very interested in the wis
dom of Ancient Egypt; in fact 
you could have been an Egypt
ian in those days. I doubt i f  you 
were a priest at that time, but 
you could have been one who 
officiated in the Courts in some 
way.

Your Path of Destiny in the 
7th house would indicate that 
you, too, are fixed in the 'old 
law*, and you will not blend up 
your depths with your heights. 
This being in the Sign of 
Aquarius, indicates that you are 
not bringing the 'Atomic* into 
birth, but merely remaining in 
the magnetic pull of the earth.

I know this is going to be a 
difficult time for many people, 
because they have got to en
deavour to come out of the 
understanding of the 'old law' 
and adopt the New, and those 
who have taken a lot of know
ledge are going to find it even 
more difficult than those who 
have not done so.

This means that vour etheric 
body is alive with wisdom, but 
you are not getting anywhere 
with i t  So you have put Pluto 
down the 12th house, which 
means that there is a continued 
state of chaos with you in try
ing to get a conclusive and 
deductive state of whatever you 
know. You dance from one 
thing to another, up and down, 
round about, and everywhere. 
Hence you have never really 
begun to 'walk your wealth into 
the earth by living it*, and 
this is what you now have got 
to do.

Your Sun in the 4th house, 
which is the house of home 
and new beginnings, would 
make you quite a pleasant per
son about the house, but you

would not really be very 
active; indicating that your 
etheric body, your higher mind, 
has got to find rebirth in expan
sion, by bringing new ideas into 
creation. The treading of wealth 
into the earth means that you 
have to produce*, otherwise 
you are going to find yourself 
In trouble some time later 00.

Your Saturn in the 3rd house, 
the house of the mind, could 
make you very fixed in a lot of 
ideas, such as holding to what 
you would call 'logical reason
ing*. I know others with ‘Moon 
in Taurus', who have also got 
Saturn in the 3rd house’, and 
they hold tenaciously to logical 
ideas; they do not seem able 
to spin up into that Spiritual 
Glory of Neptune, which brings 
wealth that can only be follow
ed by divine belief.

Everything is bom out of 
belief, and then, when it Is 
bom, you have got to make it 
'live*. The Saturn fixed in your 
3rd house indicates logical 
concrete reasoning. Man does 
not seem to realise that every
thing is bom out of the mind ; 
like clouds in the sky, thoughts 
have got to be created into 
fact, which you could easily do 
with your Neptune in the 1st 
house.

For Neptune could give you 
royal and wonderful visions, 
ideas and glorious pursuits; 
however, your Saturn could 
easily kill these, and what is 
more, your Moon in Taurus 
would not work it, would not 
plow i t ; so you never sow the 
seed, and never tread it in.

1 would suggest that you 
take some of our renal pills, 
which are for kidneys, also the 
blood cleansing pills, and such 
herbs as Kidneywort and Holy 
Thistle. These would assist in 
'driving the kidneys* and at 
the same time 'drive the fire*, 
for you must find activity!

C hart 1651
Mr. J. R., Hastings, Sussex.

"Is a clairvoyant medium ; 
suffers with nerves, also chest 
and sinus trouble, and hernia."

AGAIN 1 come to a complet
ely different type of Chart. 

You have Sun and Venus in 
Scorpio, and being in the 6th 
house it is indicating that some
thing must he done very 
quickly by way of expansion, 
otherwise there is a great 
possibility of prostate trouble.

Scorpio rules the generative 
organs, and I can well believe 
that this has some linking with 
the hernia condition. What you 
have to do is to bring the Sun 
and Venus in Scorpio into 
'intuitive wisdom'.

There is no doubt that in 
your previous life you have 
been a monk with high ideals, 
but lacking the wisdom which 
only the true Occult studies 
could bring.

You have Taurus upon the 
Ascendant on the 1st house, in 
the 3rd decanate, which is the 
Shepherd, indicating that you 
had gained much spirituality 
in the past—and very discrimi
nate spirituality—and you have 
come back now to transmute 
this into 'higher wisdom* and 
endeavour to lead others into 
the higher wisdom. So you can 
see now where your clairvoy
ance has been bom fro m ; 
however, you have gone no 
higher than being just a 
clairvoyant medium, and this 
will not do.

You have everything set for 
a good expansion, having Jupi
ter in the 1st house, although It 
was retrograde at birth. How
ever, St did go 'direct* in 1967, 
and you should then have 
found quite a change taking 
over.

Your Moon in the house of 
Fire is not very helpful to you.

because it keeps all your fire 
down in a lunar state. So the 
answer is for you to seek into 
wisdom, whereby you can 
transmute this and find the fire 
you require,—which you should 
be able to do with 4 Air,—and 
then you could 'fire* everybody 
with the royalty that could be 
with you.

You have Capricorn in the 
Midheavens, and the main 
trouble with Capricorns is that 
they arc so difficult to change; 
they will not move out of one 
state into another.

1 would suggest that you try 
to get moving very quickly, 
because your Moon is now in 
the 10th house, the house of 
service, and which should have 
brought changes for you. 
However, it will not be very 
long before it passes over into 
your 11th house,—the house 
of the Spirit,—when you are 
going to meet quite a lot of 
wisdom, which you should be 
able to bring forth and thereby 
tread your spiritual growth 
into the earth.

I speak to you as one who 
is experienced in all this, and 
as a Teacher of the Wisdom 
of Universal Philosophy ; for 
this Philosophy is going to rule 
the World. I have been used as 
a Scapegoat, and as the Scape
goat I ‘set the Keys’. So I 
would advise, not only you, 
but all other mediums, to think 
very deeply upon all that is 
now going to take p lace ; 
otherwise, I am afraid that 
Spiritualism will suffer sever
ely.

1 would not like to see that 
happen, because Spiritualism is 
the first step that many a soul 
takes when coming away from 
religion into 'enquiry*, and 
then they come to me after
wards to look for the wisdom.

Your health trouble is due 
to you not making the 'expan
sion* which is necessary to 
bring your etheric and con
scious minds into unity. It is 
essential that you do this, 
especially as you are a Scorpio, 
and one who has Neptune 
quite well elevated. For you 
should be able to now bring 
through the Hydrogen Fire in 
the Hydroxyl Breath, and find 
yourself spinning upwards.

Scorpio is a very very 
important Sign at the present 
moment, because it is the Core 
of the Central Sun, and those 
who are in any way touched 
by the Scorpio Fires arc 
touched by the Central Sun. 
So they could quite easily 
bring much into birth if only 
they would labour and bring 
forth the depths that are with 
them.

Although your Mercury went 
retrograde in 1921, it has now 
become 'direct*, and as I have 
already said, your Jupiter, 
which was retrograde, also be
came 'direct* in 1967. So you 
should have felt a big lift-up 
after 1967.

I know that you are already 
taking our nerve herbs, which 
have proved to be of much 
assistance, and for the present, 
while you arc struggling to 
make mind expansion, you 
could not do better than to 
continue with those herbs al
ready prescribed.

life**- -4+eJc.

Health from Herbs
Y-IERBALISM is the oldest healing art in the world. Its history can 
**  be traced back through the civilisations of Rome, Greece, Assyria 
and Babylon, and even beyond. Herbs are foods as well as medicines, 
and build up the general health at the same time as they cure any 
specific disease. Unlike drugs, which are inert, they are made from  
organic material instead of inorganic substances, and form an active 
or living medicine.

Here at the School we have a large quantity of loose herbs in stock, 
which normally will readily provide for all our requirements. However, 
tee have listed below some of our more popular herbal pills, specially 
prepared for those who find them more convenient to take in this form, 
during the hustle and bustle of their daily occupation.
Nerve Pills.
Heart Pills.
Catarrh & Sinus Pills.
Eye Pills. (Cataract etc.). 
Laxative Pills.
Garlic Pills. (Blood, chest) 
Bronchial Pills.

Blood Cleansing PiUs.
Tonic Pills.
Kidney Pills.
Womb & Stomach Cleansers. 
Anti-Obesity Pills.
Buchu Pills. (Bladder, sinus). 
Kelp Tablets. (Thyroid).
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PEACE BE UNTO YOU ALL.
Again 1 come amongst you and again 1 seek to lead yon, but L too. seek for your help tonight. Give me all your love, ull your 
spontaneity, so that we can perform the task so urgently required at this moment to bring Life and Troth down into the Cosmos. 

Tonight we are going to take PANDORA, the Carrier of the Lamphedora and of which I shall explain as we go through the w o rd s, and 
help you to see how you are the carrier of truth. You are Pandora, although she now hides her identity under Y arns; but if this is only 
in the beginning of time where you are concerned, and she still is opening the mysterious box of life, then she remains as Pandora the 
temptress, she who will lead you until you can find your w-ay to calming her desires and bringing her to a more stabled purpose: y et 
she is not without her purpose and her reason. So let us now enquire more diligently into the understanding  ̂of Pandora, and how 
Hephaestus the great Fire God came down into matter and, with her help, brought man and the Cosmos into life.

PAXDORA
D AN  DO R A, as the  rejected daughter M ary  of Magdalene, holds 
■ the one Qift t in t all men cannot abide without, the divine 
purpose of Hope: for without this there is no possibility of 
guaranteed continuity, and even with this we cannot be fully 
assured. But if fully consumed and brought to her divine assum p
tion a son of the light is their reword by her im m acu la te  
conception. (See text in col. 5).

The Light of Ages
I N our last lesson we were 

being enlightened upon the 
uooders of Prometheus, the 
fire-god in m atter: the poten
tial towards the sun-god, and it 
being declared as to how he 
has correspondence with the 
Cosmos itself. As it is, so is he. 
and much is done by it on his 
behalf. So let us continue with 
the wisdom of the poles in our 
final summing up of the hero 
before we enquire into the 
mystery of Pandora, his better 
half.

(As you are aware, the Solhic 
Cycle was a dynasty of time 
that was most important and it 
was a  time when there was a 
great gathering up of Power, 
but man did not make the most 
of i t : he squandered the Power 
and allowed it to run wild, but 
now man is suffering through 
that lack of unity and purpose 
at such a rich time, the time of 
Egypt when things were far 
different to what they are to
day and when man should have 
made the most of them.)

In the half of a Sothic Cycle 
that went by. in those 730 years, 
ten days of the Precessional 
Year were lost and the pole 
went ten degrees from its old 
place. Beside all this, the Year 
of Zeus as 26,000 years of 
Creation was to become a 
Solar Year, not Stellar or 
L unar; and furthermore, Pro
metheus desired to do without 
a Fire-god and find the Solar, 
for the former was only associ
ated with the star reckoning, 
the lunar.

So all was changing, but 
Prometheus is a god lost in the 
south (the lower quarters of 
man) and must he retrieved, for 
the Cods are also lost without 
him and cannot continue their 
joying and rejoicing without 
he is retrieved. Thus when in 
Scythia Prometheus was visited 
by the Ocean ides, the primitive 
waters, his place as a person
age of the Precessional Cycle 
was fixed and made definite 
while they drifted around. 
These being those of the foam 
and becoming of his emotional 
creation (emotional states) wait
ing to rise up onto the planes 
of mind, but merely drifting 
around as personal states, and 
more and more causing the 
soul conflict and confusion. (So 
what happened then can still 
happen now).

So Io came to him, she be
ing Isis as Mother Nature 
under a slight disguise, as well 
as a goddess of the Sothic 
Cycle, and gave him intuitive 
wisdom at well as seeking to 
give him succour. Thus this 
brmgs us to Pandora, the last 
day of the 355 day year as the 
gap of ten is bridged; and 
since Pandora was taken to 
wife by Epimetheus as after
thought and produced as wis
dom. we must seek deeply into 
this knowledge, for she holds 
for all men the unity they are 
seeking for (the emotional 
states gathered up as the Horae 
by mao).

Yet BEWARE, for as the 
daughter of possibility, the 
could bring to man the ways 
and means that would provide 
him with those things that 
could calm, incite and even 
shoot right up into the unseen 
heights, or draw him down into 
the depths.

Therefore let us look with 
determination into this off
spring of Uranus, and find out 
what he left and bow he left 
iL A little towards the south 
there entered a beautiful maid
en, flaxen of hair and green of 
heart, lithe of foot and wily of 
purpose. Yet I would not have 
you believe that she would 
destroy or dismember, but 
could give unto man all that 
she had, according to the cour
age, will and purpose on their 
part to capture, hold and re
deem.

Listen, all who would be as 
these sons of earth : drive fo r
ward the fircstick and light it at 
the tinder of Pandora, then 
wave it aloft until the spark 
bursts into flame, all ye who 
would fulfill the art as the hero 
of Valhalla.

For Pandora only comes to 
those who would be as the 
torch of truth unto the ways 
of m en; those who pity him 
in his ignorance, and would 
abandon all, that he could be 
fired into holy zest by the 
waters of divine creation.

For man, blind as he is, holds 
Che key to bring forth the only 
sure creation of beholding. 
Thus dip, delve and consume, 
and as the brimstone sears and 
ye fight to maintain, let the 
light shoot forth as ye have 
never done before!

(So you can see that no one 
who seeks to go deeply into this 
can go in without being seared. 
Each man must fight and each 
one will have to learn to over
come those states within him
self that he never bargained to 
find. But then, have you the 
courage to do it that someone 
can know, or that the sine can 
be uplifted as a new measure 
that the arc can be raised ?)

Pandora was the daughter of 
Uranus, but he being the Don 
Quixote among the gods, little 
did she receive of her richly 
endowed sire, and when 
approached by his awesome 
voice, she fell to fainting and 
never recovered. But those who 
perceive of this truth must 
have the courage to stand firm, 
go forward and drive their staff 
of life into his unseen fire and 
receive of his gifts at the hand 
of his daughter: for by such 
courage she will revive and 
come forth under the hand of 
Zeus (and that of course is the 
feminine principle).

Life as never known before 
revolves around this mystery 
glade, yet men are afraid to 
enter its death-dealing darkness, 
for they fear to take unto them
selves the gifts that demand 
justice and truth at all costs. 
Yet without them man cannot 
live, for they are the salve that 
uplifts their lost zeal and dejad- 
cd purpose, and sets fire lo 
their dry tinder and impover
ished earth.

Mysterious b  this daughter 
of the heavens, for she brings 
of no beauty but only searing 
charcoal, yet if one would but 
take an ember thereof it would 
render each a divine action and 
touch them off with life 
immortal.

Yet again, it would only be 
but the beginning of that way, 
and when fully equipped into

the life of the gods, light as 
never seen before would radiate 
on all men, for this is the fire 
of heaven, the redeemed fire of 
those Great Ones of the Un
seen W orld; that which was 
stolen by Prometheus when 
perceived through the human 
soul.

To cany this torch of Lam- 
pbedora as a runner of the 
gods, man must have courage, 
purpose and tenacity, and then 
the gifts of the gods are theirs, 
for these are manna from 
heaven to be gathered by the 
brave and courageous of heart. 
Those who win take the light 
into every dark corner of life 
and touch off the jaded atmos
phere with purpose and belief.

This is the only real myth 
that offers to man the whole 
intrinsic depth, for its inirodrc- 
lion into the world of the 
EVIL that teaches man of 
good, is the whole answer to 
life. Spirit in the negative seek
ing expansion to the positive. 
According to the ancient myth, 
the first of mankind were two 
brothers, Prometheus and Epi
metheus, Fire and matter. These 
first men lived in close intimate 
relationship with the gods, who. 
as already seen, were by no 
means beings of pure benevo
lence : (the two sides of the 
mind).

On the contrary, they and 
mankind were lo one another

somewhat like patrons and 
clients, lords and vassals. The 
latter recognised the power of 
the former, who on their part 
could not well dispense with 
the gifts and respects of men . 
and men. like the tenants of 
grasping landlords, were oblig
ed to be very circumspect . that 
is, to use a great deal of fore
thought in their actions to get 
every advantage they could in 
their dealings with the gods. 
This is what is intimated in the 
story regarding the transaction 
respecting the fire of which 
Zeus deprived men, and which 
Prometheus stoic and brought 
back to earth again.

(See plate on page 12)
Zeus was incensed at this 

daring deed, and resolved to 
punish all men for i t  He 
therefore directed Hephaestus 
to knead earth and water, to 
give it human voice and 
strength, and to make the fair 
form of a virgin like the im
mortal goddesses. Thus he de
sired Athena to endow her 
with artistry and knowledge. 
Aphrodite to give her beauty 
and desire, and Hermes to in
spire bei with an impudent and 
artful disposition ; for that is 
the cunning necessary to whet 
all things into genius.

When formed she was attired 
by the Seasons and Graces, 
each of the deities giving the 
commanded gift, whereby she 
was named Pandora : All-
gifted. (Your feminine principle

brought into birth and laboured 
into birth bv the warrior). Thus 
furnished, she was brought b> 
Hermes to the dwelling of 
Epimetheus who, through his 
brother, had been warned to be 
upon his guard and to receive 
no gifts from Zeus. But dazzled 
with her charms, took her to 
his house and made her his 
wife (and not his partner, h a  
spouse).

The evil effects of this impu
dent act were speedily fd t, for 
in the house of these two men 
stood a closed casket which 
they had been forbidden to 
open. Forethought had rigidly 
obeyed this direction and had 
kept his brother also from 
transgressing iL But the case 
was not altered : a woman 
whose chief attribute was 
curiosity was come into the 
bouse.

Although she was closely 
associated with this casket, she 
sought to know what the casket 
contained ; therefore she raised 
the lid and immediately all the 
evils, hitherto unknown to man, 
poured out and spread out over 
the earth. This represents the 
birth of the feminine principle 
whereby there was a penetrat
ing into the heights which auto
matically penetrated the depths 
and released the Giants and 
Titans, manes and penates of 
past fives, they demanding 
their sustenance and mortuary 
meals. Yet those were but the 
wealth of the future.

In terror at the sight of these 
monsters she dam ped down the 
lid just in time to prevent the 
escape of Hope, who thus re
mained with man as his chief 
support and comfort. Contra
dictions soon became apparent 
and Prometheus and h a  broth
er ceased to be looked upon as 
the first men, hut Pandora still 
kept her place as the first 
woman (And the feminine prin
ciple has never changed her 
p lace: she has always remain
ed the same).

tSee p la te on this page)
.As lime moved forward the 

two brothers were soon regard
ed as the svmbols of Prudence 
and Folly, and were held to 
be gods. From the remote 
period in which the legend 
placed them, they could only 
be regarded as Titans, they of 
the ante-Kronus race.

Prometheus was speedily 
raised to  rank of creator of 
mankind, to whom he gave the 
fire which he stole from heav
en. So he cannot be seen but 
as a benefactor and instructor 
of mankind. Another step m 
the corruption o f the myths was 
to change the casket in which 
the evils lay into a jar, and 
Hope ever remained in that in
frangible house, for between 
the two lies an impeccable 
secret. The oil that could bring 
the flame to the mind, but in 
the hands o f the forty thieves.

Continuity of the Fire
PANDORA and Eve are of 

the same root, the tree o f 
knowledge with its good and 
evil producing the casket of 
life, and jar of evil : and was 
the introduction into the world 
of the evil by WOMAN, that 
would raise man to his status 
of good, otherwise he would 
have had no rest to  love

C ontinued on page 12
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